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Abstract 
 

An analytical survey of results of experimental and theoretical works on psoriatic disease has 
been carrried out. A new YN-model of pathogenesis of psoriasis as skin manifestation of 
systemic psoriatic process SPPN is formulated. The model presupposes a crucial role of small 
intestine hyperpermeability for bacterial products and growth of populations of Gram(-) TLR4-
active and Gram+ NOD2-active bacteria (including those presumed psoriagenic PsB) in small 
intestine microbiome. PsB – bacteria presumed psoriagenic – are given a definition based on 
existence of genes responsible for forming peptidoglycan interpeptide bridges, similar to 
Str.pyogenes. All known such species are identified. 

The central subprocess of systemic psoriatic process SPPN is PAMP-nemia, namely chronic 
kPAMP-load on blood phagocytes, also leading to increased kPAMP-level in blood.The key 
PAMP (kPAMP) are LPS, PG (including PG-Y - peptidoglycan of PsB) and bacDNA. PAMP-
nemia causes increased kPAMP-carriage of phagocytes and growth of prenetotic neutrophil 
fraction in blood. SPPN severity is proportional to total kPAMP-load on blood phagocytes and to 
their total (PG-Y)-carriage. SPPN severity predetermines possibility of initiating and supporting 
psoriasis. 

Senescent kPAMP+ blood neutrophils do not completely degrade kPAMP as they preserve the 
latter for delivery into bone marrow. Many of them become attracted into inflamed skin, undergo 
netosis, and kPAMP (including PG-Y) appear in extracellular space. Dermal monocytes and 
dendritic cells endocyte PG-Y, then they transform to mature maDC-Y and carry out Y-antigen 
presentation to specific TL-Y, activating them. Skin immune system interprets Y-antigen 
presentation as a sign of dermal PsB expansion and turns on one of its protection mechanisms – 
epidermal hyperproliferation. 

Pinpoint psoriatic plaque is initiated during dermal inflammatory process L2, causing innate 
response, particularly at L2(DEMP) - dermal expansion of commensal microbiome with PsB. For 
L2(DEMP), a phase-by-phase initiation of pinpoint plaque and of its subsequent growth is 
constructed. Y-priming level (presence and concentration of Y-specific T-lymphocytes in 
prepsoriatic dermis and lymphnodes) determines possibility of plaque initiation. 

Severity and growth of plaque is determined by intensity of Y-antigen income to dermis inside 
kPAMP+ phagocytes. New kPAMP+ phagocytes and Y-specific T-lymphocytes are constantly 
attracted into plaques, which supports inflammatory reaction. With decrease of SPPN severity, 
natural remission of plaques occurs, up to their total disappearance. 

Psoriasis is regarded as reaction of skin immune system to imaginary dermal PsB expansion 
supported by netosis of (PG-Y)+ neutrophils. Within YN-model, psoriasis is classified as 
netopathy. 
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«Is it true that firemen put fires out instead of going to start them?» 

Ray Bradbury, «Fahrenheit 451» 

1. Psoriasis  
Epidermis self-renewal is regular process. New cells are born in basal layer. They mature, vary, migrate 
outside and form external horny layer. Then they die away and exfoliate. Standard duration of epidermis 
cell life (renewal period) for areas of skin with average thickness is 20-25 days. Psoriasis accelerates self-
renewal. Cells live 4-10 days (Doger 2007, Weatherhead 2011, Zhang 2015). Cells migrating outside have 
no time to differentiate and they aren’t quite functional. Psoriatic plaques have red shade. They are tender, 
they are covered by white flakes due to intensive lost of cells and they are much thicker.  

Psoriasis isn’t contagious. There are various types of psoriasis: vulgaris or plaque (L40.0), flexural or 
inverse (L40.83-4), erythrodermic (L40.85), pustular (L40.1-3, L40.82), guttate (L40.4). Codes of diseases 
are given according to ICD-10. Chronic plaque psoriasis (CPs) is the most frequent type (more than 80% 
of total number of cases). Up to 15% of psoriatics also suffer from psoriatic arthritis (L40.5). 

Psoriasis strikes about 2% of population (~150 million people). New diagnosis of psoriasis gets ~5 million 
people every year. Disease appears after birth or in extreme old age. Psoriasis is a chronic disease so 
there are periods of aggravation and remission. Sometimes there is no cause for period change and 
sometimes aggravation can be decreased as a result of treatment. Serious psoriasis can result in 
disability. Psoriasis course is similar in men and women. Afro-Americans, Indians, Chineses and 
Japaneses suffer from psoriasis less frequently and Eskimos don’t suffer from psoriasis at all  
(Gudjonsson 2007, Parisi 2013, Michalek 2017). 

Psoriasis is registered in "Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man" at number OMIM*177900. Psoriasis is 
disease with hereditary predisposition: concordance of uniovular twins is 70%. If one parent suffers from 
psoriasis children are diagnosed the disease in 15-25% of cases; if both parents suffer from psoriasis 
children are diagnosed the disease in more than 40-60% of cases. The interrelation of allele HLA-Cw*0602 
(chromosome 6p21) and psoriasis of the first type which is characterized by early beginning is proved. 
This allele is found in more than 60% of PP (not more than 15% of healthy persons). Locuses of other 
chromosomes have weaker interrelations. Psoriasis can’t begin only in presence of genetical deflections. 
External exposure is necessary for beginning and maintenance of psoriasis. Infections, skin traumas, 
stresses, reaction to medications, climatic changes and other causes can provoke onset of psoriasis or its 
aggravation. 

2. Models of pathogenesis and unknown antigen  
There are several models of pathogenesis of psoriasis, but none of them is universally accepted. The 
systemic BF-model (Fig.A1) and Y-model are described in (Baker 2006b) and (Peslyak 2012a,  
Peslyak 2012b) respectively. The local N-model (Di Meglio 2011, Perera 2012), GK-model  
(Guttman-Yassky 2011) and TC-model (Tonel 2009) and GL-model (Gilliet 2008) are considered and given 
a comparative analysis in the monograph (Peslyak 2012b). Local models by other authors (on the whole, 
similarly constructed) have been published in recent years. They include the specified GKH-model 
(Hawkes 2017); FM-model (Fig.A2, Delgado-Rizo 2017); SE-model (Fig.A3, Schon 2018) and BMM-model 
(Benhadou 2018, fig.1). 

The modern idea of skin immune system functioning is outlined in the video "Immunology of Skin" directed 
by Miriam Merad and James Kruger. Part two of the video deals with the wrong work of skin immune 
system during psoriatic inflammation. The key role of the "unknown antigen" (hereinafter Y-antigen) in 
psoriatic inflammation is also highlighted (Fig.2A). Subsequently, a number of new studies devoted to 
psoriasis were published. But none of them has yet given exact answers to the questions:  

 What is the origin of Y-antigen?  
 What is the chemical structure of Y-antigen? 
 
Four versions of the origin of Y-antigen are submitted (Fig.2B): 
 

Version V1. Origin is resident and host. It is the main version of authors of local models of pathogenesis.   
Y-antigens are autoantigens descended from host resident skin cells. All local models of pathogenesis 
presume that the main reasons for initiation and support of psoriasis are located only in skin (and, 
including, unknown antigen). Such potential autoantigens were studied repeatedly (keratin 17, LL37, lipid 
antigens, ADAMTSL5, PLA2G4D and others) (Albanesi 2018, Arakawa 2015, Benhadou 2018,  
Cheung 2016, Di Domizio 2019, Fuentes-Duculan 2017, Hawkes 2017, Lowes 2014, Schon 2018,  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VhcZTGv0CU
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Ten Bergen 2020, Valdimarsson 2009). Specific to them T-lymphocytes are found in psoriatic skin, but not 
in all psoriatic patients. Therefore any of them cannot be Y-antigen,  specific T-lymphocytes to which must 
be found in _each_ psoriatic patient. The presence of antibodies to the autoantigens listed above can be 
explained by their high concentration in psoriatic skin and, consequently, in blood. This concentration is a 
consequence, and not a cause of psoriatic inflammation. Numerous attempts to prove the validity of 
version V1 have not been successful yet. 

Version V2. Origin is non-resident from external environment (of course, non-host). Y-antigens are 
fragments of chemicals or bacteria, fungi, viruses or proteins secreted by them coming on or into the skin 
from external environment. The given version already existed in the 20th century. For many years this 
version was considered as the main one. But numerous studies to prove version V2 inadequate  
(Baker 2008). 

Version V3. Origin is non-resident from within (for example, from blood flow) and non-host. Y-antigens are 
fragments of chemicals or bacteria, fungi, viruses or proteins secreted by them. Come to psoriatic skin 
from other body organs (e.g. in blood phagocytes). The main version of the authors of systemic models of 
pathogenesis: BF-model. Barbara Baker and Lionel Fry (Fig.A1, Baker 2006a, Baker 2006b);  
Y-model. Peslyak MY and Korotky NG (Korotky 2005, Peslyak 2012a, Peslyak 2012b); 
YN-model (Fig.4, Fig.5, Fig.6, Fig.7). The known facts do not contradict version V3. The question of 
presumed chemical structure of Y-antigen is discussed in (Peslyak & Korotky 2019). 

Version V4. Origin is non-resident from within (for example, from blood flow) and host. Y-antigens are 
autoantigens descended from host non-resident cells. Coming to skin from other body organs (for 
example, fragments of phagocytes of blood). It is part from potential autoantigens (LL37, ADAMTSL5, 
PLA2G4D) listed in version V1 description. They descend not only from resident skin phagocytes 
(neutrophils, dendritic and mast cells), but also and from non-resident phagocytes attracted from blood 
flow during psoriatic inflammation. The version V4 is not proved (for the same reasons, as version V1) 
(Frasca 2019, Lande 2014, Schon 2019). 

3. Prerequisites  
Some of the studies underlying this work are listed below. 

 In psoriatic patients, there is an increased macromolecular small intestinal permeability.  
Zhanna Rudkovskaya with co-workers, PRNRMU, Institute of food of Russian Academy of Medical 
Science, Moscow, Russia (Rudkovskaya 2003, Stenina 2004); Eugeny Kharkov with co-workers, 
Krasnoyarsk state medicine university, Krasnoyarsk, Russia  (Harkov 2005, Harkov 2006, Harkov 2008, 
Shiryaeva 2007) 

 Majority of PP had SIBO (small intestine bacterial overgrowth).  
More than 105 CFU/ml found in 95 of 121 PP (78.5%). Natalia Potaturkina-Nesterova with co-workers.  
Ulyanovsk State University, Ulyanovsk, Russia (Gumayunova 2009a, Gumayunova 2009b,  
Gumayunova 2009c, Gumayunova 2016).  

 Majority of PP had high blood LPS-level. Zuhra Garaeva with co-workers. Kazan Medicine Academy, 
Kazan, Russia (Garaeva 2007). 

 Systemic model of pathogenesis (BF-model). The antigenic role of streptococcal peptidoglycan 
outside skin (gut, tonsils, blood flow) and inside psoriatic skin. Barbara Baker and Lionel Fry (2006-7). 
Faculty of Medicine, Imperial College,  London, UK (Baker 2006a, Baker 2006b, Baker 2006c). 

 New systemic model of pathogenesis (Y-model). Development of BF-model. Detailed coordinated 
description of systemic and local subprocesses. (Peslyak 2012a, Peslyak 2012b). 

 Netosis of neutrophils in psoriatic patients’ blood and skin. Demonstration of the correlation 
between netotic neutrophil percentage in blood and psoriasis severity. Correlation between netotic 
neutrophil percentage in control blood of healthy patients under the influence of serum from psoriatic 
patients and severity of their PASI.  Estimation of netotic neutrophil quantity in psoriatic skin. Cheng-
Che E. Lan et al., Department of Dermatology, College of Medicine, Kaohsiung Medical University, 
Kaohsiung, Taiwan. (Hu 2016). 
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Fragments of bacterial products of small intestine bacteria contain PAMP: lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and 
peptidoglycan (PG), including specific peptidoglycan (PG-Y) and bacDNA. With increased macromolecular 
small intestine permeability (Korotky & Peslyak 2005, Harkov 2005, Harkov 2006, Harkov 2008,  
Camilleri 2019, Ely 2018, Graziani 2019, Guerville 2016) in psoriatic patients, these bacterial products get 
to systemic blood flow, form the chronically increased PAMP level in blood and chronically increased 
kPAMP-load on blood phagocytes. Specifically, they form the increased LPS-level (Garaeva 2007).  

Phagocytes are neutrophils, monocytes and dendritic cells (Nagl 2002). 

The specific peptidoglycan PG-Y contains Y-antigen, i.e. peptide which includes interpeptide bridges  
(L-Ala)-(L-Ala) and/or (L-Ser)-(L-Ala). Such bridges are found in nearly all species of Streptococcus, in 
Enterococcus faecalis, and also in many species from Leuconostoc and Weissella genera (Fig.3 and  
Table 6). Such species are presumed psoriagenic (Baker 2006a, Baker 2006b, Peslyak 2012a, Peslyak 
2012b, Ely 2018), hereinafter designated PsB (section SP2.1). 

 After publication of Y-model (Peslyak 2012a, Peslyak 2012b).there appeared results of new researches, 
primarily connected with netosis of neutrophils (Delgado-Rizo 2017, Grayson 2016, Hasler 2016,  
Kenny 2017, Papayannopoulos 2018, Pinegin 2015, Rai 2019), including that associated with psoriasis. It 
became known that a considerable proportion of blood neutrophils in psoriatic patients is in the activated 
(prenetotic) state (Hu 2016, fig.1 and 3; Lin 2011, fig.4; Shao 2016, Shao 2019).  

Within new YN-model such a prenetotic condition of blood neutrophils is also dictated by chronically 
increased kPAMP-load (section SPN4). 

Getting into inflamed psoriatic skin, many blood neutrophils undergo netosis (Lin 2011, fig.3;  
Hu 2016, fig.4). As a result, in the intercellular space there can appear non-degraded bacterial products 
which were earlier endocyted by neutrophils in blood, including Y-antigens. Bacterial products lost during 
netosis are endocyted by all skin phagocytes. Monocytes Mo and dendritic cells DC which endocyte non-
degraded fragments of PG-Y become Y-antigen carriers (hereinafter Mo-Y and DC-Y) (Fig.6). Under the 
influence of pro-inflammatory cytokines some monocytes Mo-Y are transformed to dendritic cells MoDC-Y.  

In pro-inflammatory environment MoDC-Y and DC-Y continue transformation and transform to mature 
dendritic cells maDC-Y. These maDC-Y present Y-antigen to effector TL-Y (Y-specific T-lymphocytes) 
(subprocess L8a, Fig.6 and Fig.7). This presentation initiates and supports adaptive answer to imaginary 
dermal expansion of PsB, one of its consequences being hyperproliferation of keratinocytes (subprocess 
L8b). The transfer of Y-antigen in psoriatic skin from neutrophils to monocytes and dendritic cells due to 
netosis is the main difference between YN-model and Y-model (Fig.6).  

A detailed description of all the differences between YN-model and Y-model can be found in Supplement 
A8. Within the project (Peslyak & Korotky 2019) it is proposed to receive new facts in support of several 
basic hypotheses underlying systemic Y-model and YN-model (Table A12). 

A model cannot be called “new” if it does not contain new fragments that are absent in other models, 
including hypothetical (sub)processes and-or dependencies. All new fragments of YN-model do not 
contradict to commonly accepted facts.   

4. Neutrophils in YN-model 
We have collected and extended information on the known and presumed roles of neutrophils at psoriasis. 
In the text above, the reasons why neutrophils, apart from blood monocytes and dendritic cells, play a 
major role in YN-model are enumerated. The requirement of blood phagocyte tolerization which was 
crucial for Y-model (for monocytes and dendritic cells) is also omitted. Activated blood neutrophils (unlike 
monocytes and dendritic cells) retain the opportunity of being attracted to inflamed tissues, as LPS impact 
on them, albeit reduces CXCR4 expression, at the same time contributes to considerable CCR2 
expression (Shen 2017).  

Senescent neutrophils can take endocyted (in blood flow) bacterial products into bone marrow (which is 
stimulated by growth of CXCR4 expression), so these products find themselves in extracellular space after 
apoptosis of these neutrophils. Notably these bacterial products retain their PAMP properties. Such a 
function of senescent neutrophils is meant for training monocyte progenitors during their maturing in bone 
marrow (Tacke 2006, Rankin 2010).  

During systemic psoriatic process SPPN (due to chronic kPAMP-load) some part of senescent blood 
neutrophils (along with other neutrophils) is constantly attracted into inflamed psoriatic skin instead of bone 
marrow. It happens due to constant CCR1 expression and probably owing to change of CXCR4 
expression to CCR2 expression (Uhl 2016, Ortmann 2018). In psoriatic skin CCL2, CCL5 (CCR1 ligands) 
and CCL2, HBD2 and HBD3 (CCR2 ligands) are actively secreted (Supplement A12).  
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As a result, these senescent blood neutrophils appear in the place, where they were not supposed to 
appear, at the same time (presumably) retaining non-degraded bacterial products in them. Due to the fact 
that there are many factors of netosis in psoriatic skin (Table 3), there occurs netosis of part of these 
neutrophils (local subprocess L3b), especially since senescent neutrophils have a greater potential to 
netosis (Ortmann 2018). 

In YN-model the list of kPAMP is extended: bacDNA is added to LPS and PG. This is done because 
neutrophils have not only endosomal, but also membrane TLR9 receptor (Lindau 2013). That means that 
bacDNA (as well as LPS) can contribute to activating (transforming to prenetotic state) neutrophils even at 
external contact or binding. Activation intensity largely depends on the percentage of CpG fragments in 
bacDNA, depending on bacterial species (Dalpke 2006). Interaction of CpG fragments with TLR9 also 
reduces the tendency of neutrophils to apoptosis (Jozsef 2004), which can contribute to increasing the 
proportion of neutrophils terminating their existence by netosis.  

Section subprocess L3b contains detailed analysis of factors (real and presumed) contributing to netosis at 
psoriasis (Table 3). Among them there is no bacDNA, as at the moment there are no published studies of 
bacDNA influence on netosis.  

Intensity of phagocyte activation under the influence of several PAMP considerably increases (synergic 
effect). There is also synergic influence of a few factors (not only PAMP) on netosis (Table 3).  

5. Systemic psoriatic process SPPN.   
SPPN is similar to SPP, but it is less complicated. Process SPPN involves GIT, hepatobiliary, vascular and 
immune systems, elimination organs;  fragments of bacterial products containing PAMP (including kPAMP) 
chronically enter the blood from small intestine as part of this process. Therefore kPAMP-load (contact, 
linkage, and endocytosis) on blood phagocytes (including Mo and DC) becomes constant, which leads to 
the emergence of a considerable proportion of kPAMP-carriers among them. 

Chronically increased blood level LPS is called endotoxemia and chronically increased LPS-load on 
phagocytes is the main sign of endointoxication. Set of these deflections (in case of influence of several 
PAMP) was named "PAMP-nemia", and set of PAMP causing these deflections - key PAMP  
(Peslyak 2012a). In YN-model key PAMP (kPAMP) are LPS, PG (including PG-Y) and bacDNA 
(subprocess SPN4). 

Source of PG-Y entering the blood can be not only GIT microbiome, but also temporary local infections, for 
example tonsillar infection (subprocess SP6). Subprocesses forming process SPPN are on (Fig.4 and 
Fig.5.).  

SPPN severity is proportional to the total kPAMP-load on blood phagocytes as well as to their total  
(PG-Y)-carriage. First and foremost, this applies to neutrophils. Their attraction into inflamed skin and their 
subsequent netosis is the main condition of initializing and sustaining psoriatic plaque. 

5.1. Subprocess SP1. Small intestine hyperpermeability for bacterial products with 
PAMP.  

Subprocess is known; its influence on psoriasis was investigated. 

Normally, bacterial products keep getting into blood through intestine wall, which is confirmed by blood 
analyses of healthy people (Fukui 2016a, Paisse 2016). Bacterial products containing PAMP are mainly 
macromolecules. Their income into blood occurs primarily in small intestine, controlled by its barrier 
function (Camilleri 2019, Graziani 2019, Guerville 2016). 

Within YN-model, it is assumed that total income of bacterial products into blood from colon is 
considerably lower than from small intestine, and is therefore disregarded. The concentration of lumen 
colic microbiome is certainly considerably higher than the concentration of lumen small intestine 
microbiome.  

However, firstly, the total area of absorption in colon is considerably lower. This is explained by the height 
and quantity of villis and microvillis on enterocytes and colonocytes, the total area of absorption of small 
intestine being estimated at 32 m2 and in colon - at 1 m2 (Helander 2014). 

Secondly, in colon, macromolecular permeability for bacterial products (intercellular and transcellular) is 
lower due to thicker mucus layer covering colon walls, which restricts direct contacts of microbiome with 
colonocytes (Camilleri 2019, Capaldo 2017, Johnson 2012). In small intestine there is only one mucus 
layer. This layer does not restrict direct contacts of microbiome with enterocytes, and notably mucosal 
microbiome is located in this single layer. 
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Thirdly, this is so because transcellular pathways determined both by Goblet's cells and by chylomicron, 
which are present in small intestine, are absent in colon (Guerville 2016). It has recently been 
demonstrated that normally it is the transcellular way in small intestine that is the basic one for LPS 
income into blood and lymph flow. This income occurs at LCFA absorption (long chain fatty acids), 
dependent, among other factors, on CD36 receptor (Akiba 2020). LCFA absorption, in its turn, primarily 
occurs in small intestine (partly owing to the fact that CD36 expression in colonocytes is considerably 
lower than in enterocytes) (Johnson 2012, chapters 59, 60). Currently the authors carry out the work 
devoted to studying the ways of LPS income into blood and lymph flow through colon and to determining 
colic permeability for LPS (Akiba 2020). 

It is endotoxemia, notably die to increased small intestine permeability, that acts as one of the key factors 
for many diseases (Graziani 2019). Within YN-model, it is LPS, getting into blood and possessing TLR4 
activity, that is supposed to be one of the key factors (along with peptidoglycan and bacDNA). Notably, 
only small intestine permeability (but not colic permeability) increases during endotoxemia (Guerville 2016,  
van Lier 2019). 

The above-mentioned differences between colon and small intestine make it possible, within YN-model, to 
consider the income volume of bacterial products into blood flow from small intestine to be much higher 
than the similar income from colon.  

However, in case of serious chronic violations in the condition of colonocytes, of their intercellular contacts 
and/or in the condition of colic mucus, the income volume of bacterial products into blood from colon can 
be comparable to the one from small intestine. Apparently, in such a situation colic permeability and colic 
microbiome (within subprocesses similar to SP1 and SP2) should be taken into account. 

As a result of genetical predisposition or gastroenterologic diseases barrier function of small intestine is 
interrupted and volume of bacterial product income into blood increases (Fukui 2016a, Parfenov 1999). 
Long-term therapy of glucocorticoids (hydrocortizone, betamethasone, etc.) or cytostatics (methotrexate, 
cyclophosphamide, etc.) also can promote the process. Additionally permeability can increase as a result 
of disturbed mechanism of transcytosis around Peyer's patches and lymphoid follicles through associated 
epithelium (Male 2006, Mu 2017).  

The causes of chronic barrier function disturbance can be related to diet, to dysperistalsis, to the condition 
of small intestine microbiome (insufficiency of immune response to concentration growth and/or change of 
composition) or to GIT diseases (De Santis 2015). Specifically, increased small intestine permeability 
occurs at inflammatory bowel disease, at alcoholic and non-alcoholic fatty disease of liver, at 
steatohepatitis, cirrhosis, heavy acute pancreatitis, bile cholangitis, diabetes and depression (Fukui 2016b, 
Graziani 2019, Mu 2017). 

Numerous assumptions have been made recently that bacterial products getting into blood due to 
increased small intestine permeability play an important part in pathogenesis of psoriasis  
(Polkowska-Pruszyńska 2020, Sicora 2019, Myers 2019, Visser 2019). 

For more detail on small intestine permeability at psoriasis see (Supplement A1). 

SP1 depends on SP2. Some intestine bacteria are capable to influence barrier function, in particular by 
LPS (Chin 2006, Fasano 2004, Fukui 2016b, He 2019, O'Hara 2008). So increased small intestine 
permeability can be a direct result of composition of small intestine microbiome, especially in SIBO 
(Husebye 2005, Mu 2017, Ojetti 2006), including Gram(-)TLR4-active microflora. 

SP1 depends on SP3. Small intestine permeability depends on quantitative and qualitative composition of 
bile entering small intestine (Assimakopoulos 2007, Song 2019). Chronic insufficiency of its entering 
interrupts barrier function and increases small intestine permeability, including for bacterial products with 
PAMP (Fukui 2016b, Khardikova 2000). 

SP1 depends on SPN4. Significant rising of blood LPS level interrupts small intestine barrier function 
(Guerville 2016, van Lier 2019). 

SP1 depends on SP5.1 
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5.2. Subprocess SP2. Growth of populations of Gram(-) TLR4-active and Gram+ NOD2-
active bacteria in small intestine microbiome. 

Subprocess is known; its influence on psoriasis was partly investigated. 

Subprocess, as a rule, takes place within the limits of SIBO (small intestine bacterial overgrowth)  
(Bures 2010, Husebye 2005, Leite 2020, Quigley 2019, Bondarenko 2007, Martynov 2016).  

However, subprocess SP2 may also not be accompanied with SIBO. 

Detailed researches of transient enteric microflora at PP have been made for the first time by authors of 
the following works (Peslyak 2012c, Gumayunova 2009a, Gumayunova 2016, Nesterov 2009). Their 
results have confirmed the presence of serious dysbiotic deviations at BLC+PP (with blastocystosis) and at 
BLC(-)PP (without blastocystosis). The information about blastocystosis and its role in the change of colic 
microbiome can be found in the following works (Glebova 2007, Tan 2008).  

For more detail on determining, diagnostics and causes of SIBO as well as on the results of PP research 
confirming its presence see Supplement A2. 

Within the limits of subprocess SP2 special subprocess SP2.1 takes place (Fig.5). 

Subprocess SP2.1. Growth of populations of psoriagenic PsB  

Small intestine microbiome nearly always contains bacteria of Streptococcus genus (Supplement 
A2). Many of this genus, as well as some others, are presumed psoriagenic (Peslyak 2012c,  
Peslyak 2012a, Peslyak 2012b). These are bacteria having peptidoglycan similar to Str.pyogenes, 
i.e. containing (L-Ala)-(L-Ala) and/or (L-Ser)-(L-Ala) interpeptide bridges. Formation of these bridges 
in peptidoglycan is conditioned by the existence of enzymes of murM and murN type. 

murM is an enzyme, providing serine/alanine addition (the first amino acid starting with Lys) when 
forming an interpeptide bridge at peptidoglycan. In the absence of this enzyme, there will be hardly 
any bridges. What exactly is added (serine or alanine) depends on the allele of murM-gene  
(Filipe 2001, Fiser 2003).  

murN is an enzyme, providing alanine addition (the second amino acid starting with Lys) when 
forming an interpeptide bridge at peptidoglycan. In the absence of this enzyme, the bridge will be 
one amino acid in length. 

Data base KEGG makes it possible to determine all (listed in it) bacterial strains which have genes 
providing secretion of both enzymes, i.e. both of murM type and murN type. Formation of 
interpeptide bridges in different bacteria is provided by various murMN-genes. All species of such 
bacteria included (Table 6). All strains of each of these species have (L-Ala)-(L-Ala) and/or (L-Ser)-
(L-Ala) interpeptide bridges, i.e. their peptidoglycan is similar to Str.pyogenes peptidoglycan. 

These species are presumed psoriagenic (labeled PsB).  

Psoriatic patients have SIBO with PsB (Supplement A2). 

SP2.1 depends on SP6. PsB (Table 6) are predominantly facultative nonpathogenic inhabitants of 
small intestine mucosa (Bouhnik 1999, Ciampolini 1996, Leite 2019, Leite 2020, Zilberstein 2007, 
Gumayunova 2009a). Some of them move from oral cavity and fauces mucosa (where they are 
commensals) to upper parts of small intestine. They can also move in case of gingivitis (Dhotre 
2018) or tonsillar infections (Bartenjev 2000, Gudjonsson 2003, Thorleifsdottir 2016a). 

At psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis, there are indirect and/or direct manifestations of the presence of 
bacterial products from PsB in skin and/or blood in the absence of local PsB-infections (Baker 2006a, 
Baker 2003, Baker 2000, Berthelot 2003, Cai 2009, El-Rachkidy 2007, Munz 2010, Sabat 2007, 
Weisenseel 2002, Weisenseel 2005). The authors of these studies, however, did not regard intestine 
microbiome as a potential source of PsB and therefore did not investigate it. In most cases, what was 
presumed was old PsB-infection with subsequent long persistence and/or deposition of bacterial products, 
e.g. in tonsillar tissue (Gudjonsson 2004) or directly in skin. 

The assumption that PsB can be part of small intestine microbiome and can be the primary source of such 
bacterial products has been first made in work (Korotky & Peslyak 2005). 

SP1 and SP2 are to be considered in interaction, as it is their combination that influences SPN4. 
Specifically, SPN4 can be present at significant SP1 level and insignificant SP2 level and vice versa. 

http://www.kegg.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?ko00550
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K12554
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K05363
http://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_organism?category=Prokaryotes
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SP2 depends on SP3. Bile has bactericidal properties to many non-commensal small intestine bacteria 
and ability to inactivate PAMP, containing in bacterial products, or to degrade it to non-toxic fragments 
thereby reducing level of entering in blood (Gunn 2000, Gyurcsovics 2003). Decrease of production or 
quality of bile and/or irregularity of its secretion result in decrease of bile bactericidal properties. It 
promotes bacterial growth in small intestine (Begley 2005, Hofmann 2006). 

SP2 depends on SP5.1. 
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5.3. Subprocess SP3. Disturbance of production and/or circulation of bile acids (BA).  
Subprocess is well-known. It was investigated in patients with psoriasis (Gyurcsovics 2003, Ely 2018, 
Baltabaev 2005, Matusevich 2000). Subprocess SP3 is essential part of vicious cycle (Fig.5, letter A) 
because it directly influences SP1 and SP2. 

Disturbance of enterohepatic circulation can be a result of weakening of hepatic function of extraction and 
conjugation of BA from portal blood. So some part of BA constantly enters peripheral blood. BA pool is 
reduced, if liver possibilities on BA generation are limited. So the level of BA in bile is low. High blood BA 
level can be toxic for tissues and cause rising of permeability of membranes and local inflammation. 
Cholanic acid derivatives can interrupt integrity of blood vessel walls, increase their permeability and dilate 
lumens of vessels of dermis papillary layer (i.e. to influence rate of entering tissues by phagocytes) 
(Supplement A3). 

SP3 depends on SP5.2. Chronic diseases or congenital defects of hepatobiliary organs result in 
depression of BA production. Obstructive jaundice or gallbladder excision completely stops their income to 
small intestine. Chronic overload of liver by bacterial products recycling also reduces BA production.  

5.4. Subprocess SPN4. PAMP-nemia. Increased kPAMP-load on blood phagocytes. 
Increased kPAMP level in blood. kPAMP are LPS, PG and bacDNA. 

This subprocess is well-known for various diseases (including for psoriasis) for LPS (Fukui 2016a,  
Gnauck 2016a, Guerville 2016, Jialal 2014, Munford 2016, van Lier 2019, Garaeva 2005, Garaeva 2007) 
and for bacDNA (Korotky 2020, Paisse 2016). But there were only few studies on PG and none on 
psoriasis (Fitting 2012, Kobayashi 2000).  

Previously endotoxins were considered as any products of bacterial degradation (as against exotoxins - 
toxic secreted products of bacterium vital activity). But now term "endotoxin" means only LPS, term 
"endotoxemia" means increased blood LPS level (Fukui 2016a, Gnauck 2016a, Guerville 2016,  
Jialal 2014, Munford 2016, van Lier 2019). LAL-test is used for measuring blood free LPS level. Standard 
values are in range from 0 to 1 Eu/ml (0.1 Eu/ml or 10 pg/ml on average). It depends on rate of LPS entry 
from small intestine into portal blood and quality of LPS-elimination made by hepatobiliary system (up to 
95% of LPS are destroyed by system of hepatic macrophages before they enter systemic blood flow and 
excreted with bile). Additionally it depends on porto-caval shunts (portal blood entry in systemic blood flow, 
i.e. not through liver) and activity of antiendotoxic immunity (Supplement A4). 

PAMP-nemia and endotoxemia have the same cause. The cause is combined action of SP1 and SP2. 
Besides, overload and/or disturbance of detoxication systems (SP5) influence its level. Thus, detoxication 
systems do not have enough time to eliminate excess volume of bacterial products entering the blood, or 
they are weakened because of diseases and they don’t stand usual load.  

kPAMP-load on blood phagocytes increases while blood kPAMP-level raises slowly during initial stage of 
PAMP-nemia. kPAMP-load can be critical for psoriasis possibility at this stage. kPAMP-consumption 
(phagocyte-dependent and phagocyte-independent) can’t stand kPAMP-income at the second stage. 
Blood kPAMP-level becomes even higher and can be critical for psoriatic arthritis beginning (Supplement 
A5).  

Endotoxemia can accompany any Gram(-) infections and become the cause of many systemic diseases, 
but not psoriasis. kPAMP-load on phagocytes influences volume and bacterial products composition inside 
these phagocytes (subprocess SPN8). kPAMP-load influences prenetotic state of blood neutrophils, it 
influences volume and types of cytokines, secreted by phagocytes, including by synergy between kPAMP 
(Myhre 2006, Traub 2006).  

Psoriatic patients frequently develop metabolic syndrome (Albareda 2014, Holmannova 2020,  
Romaní 2013), one of the causes of which is endotoxemia (Jialal 2014). 

Endotoxemia in psoriatic patients can also be determined indirectly, by increased expression of TLR4 
gene in blood cells (Garcia-Rodriguez 2011) or by increased concentration of elafin in blood (Elgharib 
2019, McMichael 2005). 

Although TLR4 is membranous receptor, but linkage with LPS and subsequent endocytosis make complex 
TLR4-LPS able to enter endosomes and cell (Coll 2010, Husebye 2006). The main receptors for PG 
(NOD2) and bacDNA (TLR9) are intracellular. 

Within the limits of subprocess SPN4 special subprocess SP4.1 takes place (Fig.5)  
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Subprocess SP4.1. (PG-Y)-nemia. 

(PG-Y)-nemia is called raised (PG-Y)-load on blood phagocytes in combination to increased level 
PG-Y in blood. All populations of Gram(+) and Gram(-) bacteria (not only PsB) of zones of 
hyperpermeability of small intestine, define total income of PG into blood and total PG-load on 
phagocytes. But only growth of PsB populations (SP2.1) is at the bottom of (PG-Y)-nemia.    

 
PG concentration in blood is normal (control group of 14 people) on average - 20 pg/ml (from 0 to 
90), PG concentration in blood in patients with sepsis from 50 pg/ml (Fitting 2012) to 190 ng/ml  
(Kobayashi 2000). PG concentration in psoriatic patients’ blood has not been previously determined. 
 
SP4.1 depends on SP2.1. (PG-Y)-nemia severity is proportional to growth of PsB-populations on 
small intestine microbiome. 

SP4.1 depends on SP6. Tonsillar PsB-infection (as well as any other local PsB-infection) results in 
temporary (PG-Y)-nemia: temporary increase of (PG-Y)-level and (PG-Y)-load.  

SPN4 depends on SP1 and SP2. If there are no local and/or systemic bacterial infections the main source 
of bacterial products entering the blood is small intestine microbiome. 

SPN4 depends on SP5. Normal state of detoxication systems inhibits PAMP-nemia increase and, on the 
contrary, their diseases and/or overload promote its increase. Complex therapy of psoriasis always 
includes investigation of hepatobiliary organs, kidneys and urinary tract and their treatment if it is required. 

5.5. Subprocess SP5. Overload and/or disorders of detoxication systems.  
Detoxication systems role in psoriasis was described earlier (Korotkii & Peslyak 2005); also see 
Supplement A4. Taking into account various influence of the components of the given subprocess on other 
subprocesses, we will allocate disorders in GIT (SP5.1) and in hepatobiliary system (SP5.2): 

Subprocess SP5.1. GIT  

Researches show that functional and structural disorders in GIT aggravate psoriasis, and the combined 
treatment aimed at normalization of its functioning lead to good and long-term results (Pietrzak 2009,  
Pietrzak 2017, Garaeva 2005, Pagano 2008, Harkov 2008, Uspenskaya 2016, Shagova 2009). Certainly 
any helminthiasis aggravates the current of psoriasis, in particular, opisthorchiasis (Matusevich 2000,  
Khardikova 2005, Kuranova 2009) or parasitic disease, in particular, blastocystosis (Gumayunova 2009a, 
Nesterov 2009). Successful treatment of helminthiases and/or parasitic diseases and correction of 
dysbiotic deviations lead to much more successful and stable results in psoriasis treatment.  

Subprocess SP5.2. Hepatobiliary system  

 Chronic endotoxemia in psoriasis (Garaeva 2005) can result in dysfunction of liver. Dysfunction severity 
depends on its level, duration and concomitant diseases (Matusevich 2000). The organic pathology of 
biliary tract and/or its functional disorders aggravate psoriasis, and cholestasia degree correlates with 
PASI (Gyurcsovics 2003, Ibliyaminova 2009).  

It is well known that liver diseases aggravate psoriasis and make its treatment more complicated. For 
example, symptoms of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) have been found at 47% of PP (n=130), 
while in the control group of healthy - only at 28% (of 260). PP with NALFD symptoms have higher PASI 
(14.2 against 9.6), than PP without NAFLD symptoms (Gisondi 2009, Mantovani 2016). Other studies 
demonstrate that the prevalence of NAFLD among PP (n=151) amounts to 21% against 7.8% in HP (n=51) 
(Awosika 2018).   

It should be mentioned that implication of NAFLD can correlate with the disturbance of circulation and 
transportation of bile acids (Trauner 2010, Wenk 2011). 

SP5 depends on SPN4. PAMP-nemia provides constant load on all detoxication systems. 
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5.6. Subprocess SP6. Tonsillar PsB-infection 
Subprocess is well-known; it was repeatedly investigated for psoriasis, including tonsillectomy  
(Bartenjev 2000, Rachakonda 2015, Thorleifsdottir 2016a, Thorleifsdottir 2017). Tonsillar PsB-infection (as 
well as other local PsB-infection) provides temporary, but significant bacterial products from PsB (including 
PG-Y) entry in blood. The detailed analysis of these events may be found at (Baker 2006b) (Fig.A1). 

About 30% of patients with primary guttate psoriasis recover spontaneously. However it regenerates to 
chronic plaque psoriasis at once or after remission in 70% of cases (Baker 2000). Probably tonsillar  
PsB-infection causing primary guttate psoriasis, also becomes a source of stable PsB-populations in upper 
parts of small intestine (SP2.1). It can result in development of chronic psoriasis. Chronic psoriasis 
aggravation during tonsillar PsB-infections is caused by because significant additional bacterial products 
from PsB (including PG-Y) entry in blood. 

Tonsillar PsB-infection also causes adaptive immune response to Y-antigen. Effector Tem-Y (in dermis) 
and central Tcm-Y (in regional lymphnodes) are retained in the maximum concentration in priming plaque, 
in smaller concentration around the plaque, but also in all skin (phase N0, Fig.A8) (De Jesus-Gil  2018,  
Ferran 2013). 

The authors of work (Fry 2007a) discussed preventive streptococcal vaccination for risk groups (genetic or 
family signs) if psoriasis hasn’t yet begun (see also Supplement A6). 

5.7. Subprocess SPN8. Growth of prenetotic neutrophils fraction.  
Increased kPAMP-carriage of blood phagocytes. 

This subprocess (including SPN8.1) is final for systemic process SPPN as a whole. Chronically increased 
kPAMP-load causes constant endocytosis of bacterial products by blood phagocytes. Phagocytes do not 
manage to completely degrade part of bacterial products with PAMP (including kPAMP). As a result, 
fractions of kPAMP+ phagocytes are formed. The largest of them is the fraction of kPAMP+ neutrophils, 
some of which subsequently passes into activated (prenetotic) state.   

Prenetotic blood neutrophils mostly have low density, i.e. are LDG (=LDN) (Grayson 2016, Pinegin 2015). 
LDG percentage among all neutrophils in PP (n=81) is 1.3 times higher than in HP (n=36), whereas their 
concentration in blood correlates with PASI (beta = 0.28; p = 0.01). Substantially reduced CD62L 
expression compared to other neutrophils characterizes activation of all LDG (Teague 2019). 

Platelets play a special role: they form complexes with neutrophils (Neu-Pla). Due to LPS influence 
(through receptors of both platelets and neutrophils) there occurs neutrophil activation and their transition 
to prenetotic state. Neu-Pla complexes either undergo netosis in blood or are attracted to the place of 
inflammation. Neu-Pla complexes possess an enhanced ability to chemotaxis, adhesion to endothelium 
and transmigration through vessel walls (Chiang 2019, Kim 2016, Pinegin 2015, Papayannopoulos 2018,  
Teague 2019). Concentration of Neu-Pla complexes in blood of PP (n=12) amounts to 16%, which is 
higher than in blood of HP (n=10) - 8% (Teague 2019, fig.4B). Such complexes contain neutrophils of any 
density. Neu-Pla complexes can be found not only in blood, but also in psoriatic skin (Herster 2019). 

Within YN-model, increase of LDG concentration and Neu-Pla concentration in blood of PP occurs, for 
instance, at endotoxemia caused by chronic LPS-load (subprocess SPN4) (Kim & Jenne 2016,  
Rodriguez-Rosales 2019, Taudorf 2007). It has been consistently demonstrated that Neu concentration in 
PP blood is increased, and NLR (correlation of neutrophil concentration and lymphocyte concentration) 
and PLR (correlation of platelet concentration and lymphocyte concentration) correlate with PASI severity 
(Paliogiannis 2019, Supplement A4). Similar changes are also observed at endotoxemia. 

LPS-load on neutrophils brings them to prenetotic state, culminating in netosis after a certain time (up to 
50 minutes). Since prenetotic neutrophils retain chemotaxis ability, netosis can occur in a place remote 
from the initial one. For neutrophils, a sequence of events has been experimentally organized: 
nanomaterial phagocytosis, transition to prenetotic state under LPS influence, chemotaxis, and netosis 
with ejection of non-degraded nanomaterial (Meyer 2020). Within YN-model, a similar sequence of events 
is expected, in which nanomaterial is substituted by kPAMP (LPS, PG, PG-Y and bacDNA). Neutrophils 
endocyte kPAMP in blood, transfer them to skin and, in non-degraded state, eject them to extracellular 
space during netosis. 

Some prenetotic neutrophils in PP undergo netosis in blood (Hu 2016, fig.1 and 3; Lin 2011, fig.4;  
Shao 2019, fig.1; Teague 2019). Others are attracted to prepsoriatic and psoriatic skin, where prenetotic 
neutrophils (along with others) can also undergo netosis (Hu 2016, fig.4, Lin 2011, fig.3 and 6; 
Skrzeczynska-Moncznik 2012, Shao 2019) (subprocess L3b). 
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Growth of fractions of tolerized monocytes and dendritic cells (including kPAMP-carriers) in blood is 
possible, but not obligatory (described in Y-model). 

Within subprocess SPN8, subprocess SPN8.1 takes place (Fig.5). 

Subprocess SPN8.1. Increased (PG-Y)-carriage of blood phagocytes. 

Subprocess SPN8.1 takes place only if SP4.1 is at work, i.e. when kPAMP-load on blood 
phagocytes (SPN4) includes (PG-Y)-load. Rate of PG-Y income (in Neu-Y) into skin determines 
psoriatic plaque sustenance. 

Growth of fractions of tolerized monocytes and dendritic cells acting as (PG-Y)-carriers in blood is 
possible, but not obligatory (described in Y-model). 

SPN8.1 depends on SP4.1. Total (PG-Y)-carriage of blood phagocytes depends on (PG-Y)-load on 
them. 

Within YN-model, in all local processes monocytes and dendritic cells are designated as Mo and DC, 
irrespective of the fact whether they are tolerized and/or kPAMP-carriers. 

SPN8 depends on SPN4. The size of prenetotic neutrophil fraction and total kPAMP-carriage of blood 
phagocytes depend on kPAMP-load in blood. 
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5.8. Discussion about SPPN 
Systemic psoriatic process SPPN is a dynamic interaction of all listed subprocesses. The chronic 
increased kPAMP-load (subprocess SPN4) lays constant impact on blood immune system and includes 
chronic proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory mechanisms.  

SPPN affects all organs because phagocytes participate in homeostatic and/or inflammatory renewal of 
pool of any tissue phagocytes. However problems can begin if bacterial products brought by them contains 
enough antigenic material wrongly accepted by local immune system as proof of presence of pathogenic 
bacteria. Antigenic material in psoriasis is PG-Y (in bacterial products) accepted by local immune system 
as proof of Str.pyogenes presence in skin.  

Chronically increased kPAMP-load causes an increase in the fraction of activated (prenetotic) neutrophils, 
some of which undergo netosis. Those neutrophils which have not undergone netosis in blood can be 
attracted to inflamed skin. Among them, there will be Neu-Y, i.e. (PG-Y)-carriers. For more detail on local 
processes in skin see the following chapter. 

 
Systemic psoriatic process SPPN defined by set of interconnected subprocesses (Fig.5):  

 
 Small intestine hyperpermeability for bacterial products with PAMP (SP1) 
 Specific small intestine dysbiosis (SP2) 
 Disorder of production and/or circulation of bile acids (SP3). 
 Chronic PAMP-nemia (SPN4) 
 Overload and/or disorder of detoxication systems (SP5) 
 Growth of prenetotic blood neutrophils fraction (SPN8) 
 Increased (PG-Y)-carriage of blood phagocytes (SPN8.1) 
 

SPP severity is proportional to total kPAMP-load on blood phagocytes and their total 
(PG-Y)-carriage. 

Each of these subprocesses can be caused or strengthened by genetic and/or 
functional deviations. 

 
 

 
Basic hypotheses connected with SPPN (Table A12)  

 Systemic psoriatic process SPPN as the main factor of psoriasis initialization and 
maintenance 

 Psoriagenic bacteria PsB as a key factor (SP2.1, hypothesis H1-2) 
 PAMP-nemia and (PG-Y)-nemia as key factor. 

kPAMP are LPS, PG and bacDNA (SPN4,  hypothesis HN3) 
 Growth of prenetotic blood neutrophils fraction (SPN8,  hypothesis HN4) 
 Increased (PG-Y)-carriage of blood phagocytes (SPN8.1,  hypothesis HN6) 
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6. Local processes 

6.1. Some facts  
The top layer of skin, epidermis, provides the first barrier of protection against external influence. Dermis is 
separated from epidermis by the basal membrane, and contains vascular network for supplying with 
nutrients epidermis, which is lacking its own blood vessels. 

Apparently healthy skin of PP without plaques (uninvolved, nonlesional, symptomless) is also called 
"prepsoriatic" or the abbreviation NLS is used (NonLesional Skin). Psoriatic skin is designated by the 
abbreviation PLS (Psoriatic Lesional Skin). Further, these terms and abbreviations will be used 
everywhere. 

NLS is characterized by mild dermal inflammation (not exceeding basal layers of epidermis), increased 
vascularity, itch, dryness, decrease of barrier function of the cornual layer, larger vulnerability. After 
psoriatic plaque (further PLS-plaque or plaque) appearance, active priming of surrounding skin occurs 
(increase of Tem concentration). The width of the priming ring depends on the severity, size and growth 
rate of plaque and can reach 5-10 centimeters. The internal border of the ring (directly near to plaque) by 
its characteristics is very close to condition of skin inside the focus of plaque. At relapses and aggravations 
the width of the ring increases, at natural remission - decreases (Cameron 2002, van de Kerkhof 1996, 
Vissers 2004).  

Immunocytes are present in both dermis and in epidermis. These are epidermal dendritic LC (Langerhans 
cells) and dermal DC (DDC), macrophages (MF), mast cells and T-lymphocytes (TL). In the absence of 
inflammation, insufficient number of B-lymphocytes and NK cells is present in dermis, and plasmacytoid 
DC (PDC) and neutrophils (Neu) are practically absent. All epidermal LC, as well as a big part of DDC 
(about 60%) at the homeostatis state are originated from the precursors constantly presented in skin. 
However, a smaller part (about 40%) of DDC and practically all MF are originated from attracted blood DC 
and Mo. At inflammation, LC pool starts to be replenished by blood CCR2+CD14+Mo attracted in skin and 
are gradually transformed in LC. At inflammation, the most part of DDC pool is replenished by blood DC 
and, probably, from blood Mo attracted in skin that can be transformed in DDC (Bogunovic 2006,  
Ginhoux 2007, Ginhoux 2006). DDC are more active in presentation of antigens and make most part of 
traffic in regional lymph nodes. LC play the leading role in formation of tolerance of the skin immune 
system in relation to skin commensals. DDC provide adaptive response against bacteria and viruses 
during trauma or dermal infection (Baker 2006c). In addition about role of dermal Mo, DC and MF in NLS 
and PLS (Peslyak 2012b, p.8, insert font 9, further k9). 

6.2. Phases of psoriatic plaque development 
For detailed description of YN-model, all events, both previous and concurrent with development of one 
plaque, should be divided on processes and phases.  

YN-model in the form of the scheme of interaction of local processes is represented in Fig.7.  

The most important causal dependencies are represented by color arrows. The color of an arrow depends 
on the color of a causative process. For simplification of schemes, some dependencies are not 
designated. Table 2 including all causal dependencies between processes and subprocesses is given. 

Table 1 contains processes and phases of plaque development during constant action of SPPN. Each 
phase is characterized by occurring (sub)processes (+ or *) during its duration, and also by their intensity. 
For each phase, some marker characterizing processes are is chosen.  

Within YN-model there appeared new subprocesses, and content of some processes changed, compared 
to Y-model. For this reason the name of all local processes was simplified (LX instead of LPX, where X 
means number), and subprocesses received alphabetic numbering instead of digital one (e.g. LXa instead 
of LPX.1) (Table A11). 

It is supposed that Y-priming of skin has already occurred and, consequently, phase N0 is absent. More 
information about phase N0 and Y-priming is given in Supplement A9. 

Supplements contain illustrations of interacting processes during pinpoint plaque development for each 
phase of L2(DEMP) case - dermal expansion of commensal microbiome with PsB (Fig.A9, Fig.A10, 
Fig.A11, Fig.A12, Fig.A13, Fig.A16), as well as during  growth of existing plaque (Fig.A14, Fig.A15, 
Fig.A16). In illustrations used symbols from (Fig.1). In following section the detailed description of each 
local process is given. 
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6.3. Process L1. Attraction of immunocytes from blood flow.  
Renewal of pool of dermal immunocytes of non-resident origin is constant process occurring in the 
absence of local inflammation as well (Fig.A9). Process L1 occurs during any of phases (Table 1). 

After L2 start, process L1 is intensified.  

Renewal of this pool takes place due to action of chemokines, as well as AMP (antimicrobial proteins) and 
some cytokines possessing chemokine properties. All of them are produced by various skin cells, and their 
assortment and quantity depend on skin condition. Ligands of chemokines are certain chemokine 
receptors expressed by blood immunocytes (Supplement A12). 

Subprocess L1a. Attraction of phagocytes Neu, Neu-Y, Mo, DC, and PDC, NK, etc.  

Quantitative characteristics of blood phagocytes from HP and PP are only slightly different. The 
main differences are found in psoriatic skin. In healthy skin almost all phagocytes are of resident 
origin, i.e. they come from precursors of monocytes and dendritic cells – resident dermal stem cells. 
A similar situation occurs in prepsoriatic skin during phase N2, when immune response takes place 
mainly with participation of cells of resident origin. As development of psoriatic inflammation 
progresses (starting with phase N3), attraction of blood phagocytes begins. In result in moderate-
severe psoriasis (phases N5 or N8) the situation is different – up to 80% of phagocytes have non-
resident origin, i.e. they are either attracted from bloodstream or derived from cells attracted from 
blood flow (Fig.A7).  

These are all neutrophils and up to 70% of monocytes-macrophages and dendritic cells. As 
calculations show, their concentration in the top 0.5-mm skin layer reaches ~41000 cells/mm3. 
About 45% of phagocytes are constituted by neutrophils, about 35% - by monocytes (macrophages) 
and up to 20% - by dendritic cells. The proportion between phagocyte types in psoriatic skin is 
determined by the increase in average lifetime of macrophages and especially dendritic cells 
compared to the same values for blood phagocytes (Gaspari 2017, Kabashima 2016,  
Kabashima 2019). 

Attraction of neutrophils (Neu, Neu-Y)  
Neutrophils constitute the greatest part of blood phagocytes (> 85%) and are responsible for 
endocytosis of most bacterial products (Mayadas 2014).  

In healthy skin, neutrophils are virtually absent (Di Meglio 2017, Kabashima 2016, Kabashima 2019, 
Lin 2011). They are attracted into skin at the earliest stage of psoriatic plaque initiation (even before 
visible skin change). They are especially numerous in primary pinpoint psoriatic plaques 
(Christophers 2014, Van de Kerkhof 2007). 

Their essential part can be grouped in the top layers of epidermis, forming Munro's abscesses 
(Ozawa 2005, fig.1; Reich 2015, fig.3). In chronic psoriatic plaque, neutrophils constitute the 
greatest part of skin phagocytes (up to 45% at moderate-severe psoriasis), and nearly all of them 
have non-resident origin (Fig.A7, Fuentes-Duculan 2010, Gottlieb 2005, Zaba 2009).  

Prepsoriatic skin adjacent to active plaques and early plaques, is characterized by the presence of 
CD15+Neu (Albanesi 2009, Albanesi 2010).  

The supposition that attraction of blood neutrophils to psoriatic skin under the influence of CXCL8 
(IL8) chemokine, and subsequent secretion of the same chemokine by neutrophils, are links of the 
vicious cycle, was made long ago (Gilliet 2008, Terui 2000). In other models of pathogenesis  
(Guttman-Yassky 2011, Perera 2012, Tonel 2009), analyzed in detail in (Peslyak 2012b), neutrophil 
attraction to psoriatic skin was not included into the vicious cycles. LL37 secretion by neutrophils 
was regarded as link of the vicious cycle, though. 

After the discovery that part of neutrophils in psoriatic skin undergo netosis (Hu 2016, fig.4;  
Lin 2011, fig.3 and 6; Skrzeczynska-Moncznik 2012), it was discussed by the authors of GK-model 
(Hawkes 2017, fig.1; Lowes 2014, fig.4; Laboratory for Investigative Dermatology, The Rockefeller 
University, New York, USA), but netosis was not included in their pathogenesis model. The scheme 
of GKH-model is simplistic, compared to GK-model scheme. An even stricter approach is chosen by 
the authors of a detailed review devoted to psoriasis pathogenesis (Benhadou 2018, fig.1): they do 
not only leave out netosis, but also neutrophils from their pathogenesis model. The BMM-model is 
virtually a simplified GK-model.  

Attraction of neutrophils into skin and their netosis have recently been included in the vicious cycle 
by authors of the following pathogenesis models FM-model, Fig.A2, Delgado-Rizo 2017),  
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(SE-model, Fig.A3, Schon 2018), (WG-model, Fig.A4, Shao 2019), (CH-model, Chiang 2019). 
(Table 5). 

In (Herster 2020) hRNA-LL37 complexes take on the role of self-strengthening processes of 
neutrophil attraction into psoriatic skin, of chemokines and cytokine secretion and, basically, of 
netosis.  

Recently carried out in vitro researches demonstrate netosis influence on T-lymphocytes and on 
their secretion of IL17 (Lambert 2019). Blood cells were taken from healthy donors, but the main 
objective was to show that such influence is possible in psoriatic skin. 

It is their chemokine receptors and certainly their agonists, which are responsible for neutrophil 
attraction to skin: chemokines and proteins with chemokine properties. Detailed information on 
chemokine receptors of neutrophils and their agonists is collected and analyzed (Supplement A12). 

Neutrophils are attracted actively into skin within subprocess L1a along with other non-lymphocytic 
blood immunocytes. This attraction begins actively in phase N3, when L3 - innate response begins, 
and after initiation of PLS-inflammation it is supported within vicious cycle B (Fig.7).  

During SPPN, a certain part of senescent neutrophils of blood (along with other neutrophils) is 
constantly attracted into inflamed psoriatic skin instead of bone marrow. This occurs due to constant 
CCR1 expression and apparently due to replacing CXCR4 expression by CCR2 expression 
(Uhl 2016, Ortmann 2018). 

Attraction of Mo and DC  
The nomenclature of blood monocytes and dendritic cells (Ziegler-Heitbrock 2010) is based on 
results of many previous studies including (Piccioli 2007, Serbina 2008, Tacke 2006).  

According nomenclature population of blood Mo consists of three fractions: Classical  
CD14++CD16(-)Mo (in the normal state - to 90%, everywhere further they are designated as 
CD14++Mo), intermediate CD14+CD16+Mo (in the norm - to 10%) and nonclassical 
CD14(low)CD16+Mo (in the norm to 5%). So far monocytes from two last fractions together taken 
are considered, they can be is designated as CD16+Mo. 

According to this nomenclature, the population of blood myeloid DC consists of two fractions: 
BDCA-1+DC and BDCA-3+DC. However, the fraction of CD14(-)CD16+BDCA-1(-)slanDC does not 
match this nomenclature completely, as they express CD16, and expression of BDCA-3 is not 
obligatory for cells of this fraction (Hansel 2011, Schakel 2006). Therefore, authors of reports 
devoted to slanDC divide the population of blood myeloid dendritic cells in two fractions:  
BDCA-1+DC (smaller) and BDCA-1(-)DC (bigger). They include slanDC subfraction in BDCA-1(-)DC 
fraction. Such divergence in classification can be explained by affinity of characteristics of slanDC to 
characteristics of CD14(-)CD16+Mo (Schakel 2006). Some authors believe that slanDC should be 
considered as monocytes, namely a part of the fraction of nonclassical CD14(low)CD16+Mo 
(Teunissen 2011).   

The role of chemokines and AMP, determining traffic of Mo and DC is analysed in some works 
(Bachmann 2006, Diamond 2009, Gautier 2009, Sozzani 2005). Attraction of Mo and DC from blood 
flow into dermis takes place due to interaction of their chemokine receptors and chemokines 
expressed by endothelial cells and secreted in dermis.  

In PLS-dermis abrupt (more than 30 times) growth of BCDA-1(-)TipDC number can be seen  
(Zaba 2009).  

Attraction of these cells from blood flow occurs first due to chemokine CX3CL1 (fractalkine) secreted 
by keratinocytes KC (Sugaya 2003) and DDC (Raychaudhuri 2001) in PLS, and, additionally, CCL2, 
HBD2 and HBD3, abundantly secreted in PLS-dermis. 

CD163+MF in PLS-dermis are classically activated (Fuentes-Duculan 2010), it is probable that their 
part originates from CD14++Mo. 

As it is known, at intensive inflammation the part of LC is formed from Mo and-or DC attracted from 
blood (Angel 2006, Ginhoux 2007, Ginhoux 2010). In PLS-epidermis the quantity of LC is not 
increased in comparison with the norm (Jariwala 2007, Sabat 2007).  

At inflammation, CCL2 secretion (ligand of CCR2) essentially increases, therefore attraction of 
CD14++Mo, CD14+CD16+Mo, as well as parts of DC and PDC increases too. It has been 
established that HBD2 and HBD3 are ligands of CCR2 and support attraction of immunocytes as 
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well as CCL2 (Rohrl 2010). At inflammation, secretion of CX3CL1 (ligand of CX3CR1) increases, 
which promotes CD16+Mo attraction. At inflammation, secretion of CCL20 (ligand of CCR6) 
increases, which strengthens attraction of CCR6+DC. At inflammation, chemerin secretion (ligand of 
ChemR23) increases, which strengthens attraction of PDC, as well as parts of DC and CD16+Mo 
(Wang 2020). 

Attraction of PDC and NK  
Plasmacytoid dendritic cells PDC play an important part in initiating adaptive response, which 
determines their importance in nearly all models of psoriasis pathogenesis (specifically in YN-model) 
(Reizis 2019, Wang 2020). 

Their homeostatic attraction occurs in the absence of local inflammation as well. This attraction is 
intensified during local inflammation. PDC play key role in process L4. Mass secretion of IFN-alpha 
by PDC precedes plaque development (Nestle 2005a). Attraction of PDC in NLS-dermis takes place 
due to the receptor ChemR23 - ligand of chemerin (Albanesi 2010, Nakajima 2010, Skrzeczynska-
Moncznik 2009b). In PLS, chemerin is secreted both in epidermis and in dermal fibroblasts, while in 
NLS and in the norm - mainly in epidermis. NLS surrounding active and early PLS, is characterized 
by strong expression of chemerin in dermis and presence of CD15+Neu and CD123+BDCA-
2+ChemR23+PDC (Albanesi 2009). PDC traffic at homeostasis and inflammation in skin, besides 
receptor ChemR23, is also provided by receptors CXCR3 (ligand of CXCL10) and CXCR4 (ligand of 
CXCL12) (Sozzani 2010).  

PDC attraction through their receptors FPR1, FPR2 can also take place due to bacterial product 
FMLP, possessing chemokine properties. 

The role of natural natural killers NK and NKT (TL with properties of killers) is important also. Their 
distribution in NLS and PLS studied in (Cameron 2002). In one study (Gilhar 2002) it is shown that 
at injection of NK in NLS-transplant replaced to SCID-mice, PLS-plaque develops, which proves NK 
role in psoriasis pathogenesis. Later, the same researchers have made an attempt to define this role 
more precisely (Gilhar 2006). The observational study (Peternel 2009) is devoted to NKT role at 
psoriasis. Attraction of NK is carried out due to receptors CCR5, CXCR1, CXCR3, CX3CR1, 
ChemR23. 

L1a depends on SPPN. A share of Neu-Y and share of activated (prenetotic) Neu among attracted 
blood depends on SPPN severity. 

L1a depends on L2a(DEMP).  Among substances formed due to secretion and degradation of 
bacteria from commensal microbiome, there are substances possessing chemokine properties. 
These include, for instance, PSM and FMPL (Supplement A10, Supplement A11).  

Subprocess L1b. Attraction of T-lymphocytes (TL). 

Homeostatic attraction of T-lymphocytes (TL) also occurs in absence of local inflammation. This 
attraction is intensified during local inflammation. This is necessary for adaptive response L8.  

Attraction of TL from blood flow is carried out with the help of CCR4, CCR6, CCR10 and CXCR3 
expressed by various TL fractions in various combinations (Teraki 2004, Kagami 2010). CCR6 is 
considered as a key receptor on attraction of Th1 and Th17 in PLS (Hedrick 2010). 

L1b depends on L7b.  TL-Y attraction from regional lymphnodes takes place after their clonal 
proliferation. 

L1 depends on L3.  This is true for all phases. During phases N2, N3 and N4 (i.e. at the prepsoriasis 
stage), the spectrum of secreted chemokines and antimicrobial proteins with chemokine properties is 
determined exclusively by L2.  

Starting with phase N5, this range expands due to L8 start. Thus, range of immunocytes attracted to place 
of inflammation is determined.    

At L3(DEMP), there occurs active sectretion of CCL2, CCL20, CXCL8, CXCL1, LL37, HBD2, HBD3, 
HNP1, HNP3, S100A7, S100A8, S100A9, chemerin, etc. (for more detail see L3 description). At L3(IN), 
there occurs active sectretion of CCL2 and CX3CL1, as well as of antimicrobic proteins  LL37, HBD2 and 
HBD3. At L3(HPV), active secretion of CCL2, HBD2 and HBD3 takes place (Supplement A10).  

L1 depends on L8. After phase N5 start (i.e. after L8 start) the spectrum of dermal chemokines and AMP 
extends, and their secretion increases. For example, HBD2 and HBD3 are secreted in large amounts  
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(De Jongh 2005, Gambichler 2008). Thereby, the rate of attraction of all blood immunocytes (in 
comparison with previous phases) is amplified. 

6.4. Process L2. Initiating and aggravating process.  
L2 is specific local inflammatory process in skin, at which conditions for initiation (and, maybe, support) of 
process L8 - adaptive response against (real and) imaginary dermal expansion of PsB can be created. It 
can occur, if L3 (innate response) will be insufficient for suppression and elimination of L2. In this case, L4 
switches (phase N4 begins) and then L8 begins (phase N5 begins).  

With L2 start - phase N2 begins, with L2 end - phase N5 terminates (Table 1, Fig.8, A). 

If L2 exists for long time after L8 initiation (phase N5), it aggravates L8 through L3 as intensive functioning 
of vicious cycles B and C is maintained. There are two local vicious cycles B = {L1a > L3 > L6b > L8 > L1} 
and C = {L6b > L7b > L1b > L8 > L6b} (Fig.7). These vicious cycles are also amplified by interference 
between L3 and L8. If vicious cycle B has begun acting, L2 end may not render an influence on functioning 
of this cycle. If vicious cycles B and C (with SPPN support) after L2 end appear to be self-sufficient, phase 
N8 begins.  

L2 role may be played by any of the following influences and-or processes:   

Most probable (within YN-model) are: 
 L2(DEMP) = dermal expansion of commensal microbiome with sufficient PsB representation (for 

more detail see the next subsection as well as on (Fig.A9, Fig.A10, Fig.A11, Fig.A12, 
Fig.A13, Fig.A16, Fig.A19); 

 L2(DEM) = dermal expansion of commensal microbiome with insufficient representation or 
absence of PsB; 

Described in detail (within Y-model):       
 L2(IN) = open trauma of dermis Y-model, LP2(IN), Peslyak 2012b, fig. 2-9; fig. 2-10; fig. 2-11;  

fig. 2-14; fig. 2-15; fig. 2-16; fig. 2-17)   
 L2(HPV) = HPV-carriage of KC (Y-model, LP2(HPV), Peslyak 2012b, fig. 2-18; fig. 2-19;  

fig. 2-11; fig. 2-21; fig. 2-22; fig. 2-23; fig. 2-17) 
 And others 
 L2(PsB-p) = skin PsB-infection, when PsB is skin pathogen (Str.pyogenes,  Str.agalactiae, etc.)  
 Skin infections caused by pathogens other than PsB: S.aureus (hereinafter SA), Malassezia 

species (hereinafter MS), Candida Albicans (hereinafter CA), etc. (Fry 2007b) 
 Combustion, contact dermatitis (Fry 2007b) 
 

The trauma L2(IN) are only initiating process since, as a rule, at the very initial stage of PLS-plaque they 
are usually eliminated (rapid transition to phase N8 takes place).  

Bacterial or virus L2 can persist in PLS-epidermis (phase N5). Diffusion of L2 outside PLS-plaque on 
surrounding NLS can promote expansion of this plaque. Diffusion of L2 on remote NLS provokes 
appearance of new PLS-plaques. 

Microbiome in normal skin and PLS-microbiome was investigated and compared several times. It is well-
known that SA, MS and CA in PLS-plaques are found more often than in the norm and, as a rule, 
aggravate such plaques  (Supplement A7).  

Y-model was specified and illustrated at L2(IN) - trauma and at L2(HPV) - HPV-carriage of KC  
(Peslyak 2012b).  

In this study, YN-model is concretized and illustrated at L2(DEMP) - dermal expansion of commensal 
microbiome with sufficient PsB representation, as well as at L2(DEM) - dermal expansion of commensal 
microbiome with insufficient representation or absence of PsB. 

Subprocess L2(DEMP). Dermal expansion of commensal microbiome with PsB. 

A brief review of studies devoted to skin microbiome at norm and psoriasis is given in Supplement 
A7.  Information on Staphylococcus and Streptococcus genera representation is collected (Table 
A10).  Each of these two genera contains commensal species, whereas Streptococcus genus also 
includes PsB - species presumed psoriagenic (Table 6). Notably Staphylococcus genus is well 
presented on virtually all localizations of healthy, prepsoriatic and psoriatic skin, both in epidermis 
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and in dermis. The role of skin commensal Staph.epidermidis in immune response formation is well 
known (Nguyen 2017, Sabate 2017, Stacy 2019).  

(Nakatsuji 2013) and (Bay 2020) estimate concentration and composition of dermal microbiome at 
norm. YN-model presupposes that one of possible initiating and aggravating processes is 
L2(DEMP) - dermal expansion of commensal microbiome with sufficient PsB representation.  

Sufficient PsB representation in commensal microbiome during its dermal expansion is dictated by 
the fact that TL-Y are formed and become attracted to dermis from lymphnodes in sufficient 
amounts at phase N5 start. When this occurs, phase N0 (preliminary Y-priming of prepsoriatic skin) 
can be absent. At L2(DEM), phase N0 is obligatory. 

The series of figures (Fig.A9, Fig.A10, Fig.A11, Fig.A12, Fig.A13, Fig.A16, Fig.A19) illustrating 
psoriatic plaque development demonstrates two groups of commensal bacteria: PsB (yellow ovals 
and their fragments, particularly from Streptococcus genus) as well as other than PsB (blue ovals 
and their fragments, particularly from Staphylococcus genus).   

It is well known that expansion of commensal microbiome is permanently controlled by skin immune 
system. This control provides constantly secreted antimicrobial proteins (AMP). They are secreted 
by virtually all skin cells. Control of commensal microbiome expansion is also facilitated by resident 
phagocytes: in epidermis - epidermal dendritic cells (Langerhans cells), in dermis - monocytes, 
macrophages and dermal dendritic cells (Kabashima 2016, Kabashima 2019).  

The main AMP significant for psoriatic inflammation are listed (Supplement A10). For each AMP 
secreting cells are specified. If AMP is chemokine at the same time, cells which can be attracted are 
listed. Information on AMP secretion intensity depending on localization (epidermis, dermis) and 
skin condition (norm, prepsoriasis, psoriasis) is also provided. For more detail see description of 
subprocess L3a. 

If L3r - innate response with primary participation of cells of resident origin is insufficient for 
eliminating (controlling) L2(DEMP), L3 intensification occurs. As a result, blood immunocytes, 
particularly neutrophils (which are virtually absent at norm), are attracted into skin. Then subprocess 
L3b - netosis of part of neutrophils in dermis and epidermis - becomes possible. 

Subprocess L2a(DEMP). Secretion and degradation of commensal microbiome. 
Formation of bacterial products of resident origin. 

Bacteria of commensal microbiome constantly produce bacterial products. This occurs owing to their 
secretion, constant self-renewal (decomposition products) as well as due to their degradation under 
influence of skin immune system. Besides LPS, PG, PG-Y and bacDNA, among bacterial products 
there are substances with chemokine properties, also serving as netosis factors. These substances 
are secreted by live bacteria and are present in their decomposition or degradation products 
(Supplement A10, Supplement A11). 

These are PSM-gamma (Cogen 2010) and GroE (Dapunt 2016, Meyle 2012)L, secreted by 
Staph.epidermidis.  This is H2O2 - hydrogen peroxide, secreted by oral streptococci, particularly by 
Str.mitis, Str.oralis, Str.sanguinis and Str.gordonii (Okahashi 2014, Sumioka 2017, Xu 2014). This is 
FMLP, secreted by a number of bacteria (Hasler 2016, Lipp 2017) (Table 3). 

At L2a(DEM), the range of bacterial products of resident origin does not include PG-Y, whereas among 
netosis provoking substances apparently there is no hydrogen peroxide H2O2, secreted by oral 
streptococci. Admittedly, it can also be secreted by other commensal bacteria. 

Cases of L2(IN)=LP2(IN) and L2(HPV)=LP2(HPV) are in detail considered in (Peslyak 2012b, p.16). 

L2 is suppressed by L3. 

L2 is suppressed by L8b.  Not represented in schemes. At L2(DEMP) and L2(DEM), hyperproliferation of 
keratinocytes is accompanied by decrease of epidermal commensal microbiome concentration, while AMP 
hypersecretion reduces its concentration both in epidermis and in dermis.      

 

6.5. Process L3. Innate response.   
L3 includes seven subprocesses (Table 1, Table 2, Fig.7):  

 L3a (L3ar). Secretion of chemokines and AMP.  

 L3b. Netosis of neutrophils in skin.  
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 L3c (L3cr). Formation of NA-complexes with LL37.  (NA – nucleic acids) 

 L3d (L3dr). Endocytosis of non-host biomaterial. Including bacterial products resident (at DEMP or 
DEM) and non-resident (from L3b) origin. Formation of DC-Y, Mo-Y, MF-Y (in phase N2 at DEMP 
only). 

 L3e (L3er). Influence of kPAMP. Resident (at DEMP or DEM) and non-resident (from L3b) origin on 
TLR and NOD receptors. 

 L3f. Loss of tolerance to kPAMP at DC-Y, Mo-Y and MoDC-Y of non-resident origin, which have 
brought Y-antigen from blood (in tables and in figures is absent as is not obligatory). 

 L3g (L3gr). Formation of MF, MoDC from Mo, and also formation of MF-Y, MoDC-Y from Mo-Y. 

The content of subprocesses L3a, L3b, L3c and L3e is determined by L2; the content of subprocesses 
L3d, L3f, L3g does not depend on L2.   

During L3, subprocess L1 is always intensified. Within YN-model start of innate response is divided. It is 
assumed that during phase N2 innate response occurs primarily involving cells of resident origin 
(designated as L3r). If L3r proves insufficient for eliminating (controlling) L2, phase N3 begins, during 
which innate response is fulfilled with participation of cells of resident and non-resident origin (designated 
as L3). 

If even this proves insufficient for eliminating (controlling) L2, then L4 (phase N4) starts, which stimulates 
start of L6, L7 and L8.  

Within L3, there occurs involvement of PDC from blood, without which L4 is impossible. Other 
immunocytes, whose range depends on particular L2, are also attracted from blood.  

L3r (L3ar, L3dr, L3er and L3gr) occurs during homeostasis (phase N1) as well as during phase N2. During 
phase N2 at L2(DEM) and L2(DEMP), subprocess L3cr acts as well.   

L3 begins to work fully during phase N3 and continues during phases N4, N5 and N8 (Table 1). 

Cases L3(IN)=LP3(IN) and L3(HPV)=LP3(HPV) are in detail considered in (Peslyak 2012b, p.18).  

Further on, there is a detailed description of all subprocesses of L3(DEMP) - innate response after dermal 
expansion of commensal microbiome with PsB.   

For subprocesses, differences between L3(DEM) and L3(DEMP) are also specified if present.  

Subprocess L3a. Secretion of chemokines and AMP. 

Chemokine and AMP secretion occurs in all phases of psoriatic plaque development. The 
differences consist in intensity and range of secretion (Bierkarre 2016, Gilliet 2015, Patra 2018).  

During phases N1 and N2, innate response occurs mainly with participation of cells of resident 
origin. This means that secretion of chemokines and AMP with chemokine properties, which are 
ligands of chemokine receptors of blood immunocytes (particularly blood neutrophils) is minimal. It is 
due to this that attraction of blood neutrophils into skin during homeostasis (phase N1) as well as 
during phase N2 is insignificant (therefore they are not represented in Fig.A9 and Fig.A10).  

Commensal bacteria (as well as their bacterial products) and blood neutrophils are assumed to be 
the key element of psoriatic plaque initiation and development in YN-model at L2(DEMP) or 
L2(DEM). Therefore, Supplements contain detailed information on all bacterial products and AMP 
with chemokine properties involved in traffic of neutrophils (and other immunocytes) at psoriasis 
(Supplement A10). 

All known ligands of bacterial products and AMP with chemokine properties are also listed there. 
(Supplement A11). These ligands are chemokine receptors involved in traffic of neutrophils and 
PDC at psoriasis. The table also contains information on values of maximum affinity between 
agonists. 

Another table (with comments) contains detailed information on chemokines and their ligands - 
chemokine receptors involved in traffic of neutrophils at psoriasis (Supplement A12). 

During homeostasis (phase N1 - common for all L2, Fig.A9), in response to usual concentration of 
skin commensal microbiome (both in epidermis and in dermis) there occurs weak secretion of 
chemokines (CCL2, etc.), AMP (lysozyme and RNAse7) as well as AMP with chemokine properties 
(LCN2, LL37, HBD2, HBD3, chemerin, S100A7, S100A8, S100A9). Secretion occurs mainly by 
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keratinocytes and fibroblasts. Intensity and range of AMP secretion as well as influence of resident 
phagocytes control dermal expansion of commensal microbiome. Dermal expansion attempts also 
depend on microbiome composition and its bacteria’s invasiveness. If such homeostasis is 
disrupted, there is a transition to phase N2. One of reasons for this can be insufficient bactericidity 
of AMP and AMP with chemokine properties against commensal microbiome, e.g. against 
Streptococcus genus (Ouhara 2005). 

During initial skin reaction to L2(DEMP) (phase N2, Fig.A10) there occurs intensification of secretion 
of the above listed chemokines and AMP. This intensification originally occurs within L3r(DEMP) - 
innate response, mainly with participation of cells of resident origin (L3ar, L3dr and L3gr). 

AMP influence on bacteria of commensal microbiome causes their degradation and, more 
specifically, bacterial products LPS, PG, PG-Y, bacDNA, FMLP, PSM are formed  
(subprocess L2a(DEMP)).  

With L3r(DEMP) being insufficient for controlling and terminating L2(DEMP), there is a transition to 
phase N3. This means L3r(DEMP) passes into L3(DEMP) -  innate response with participation of 
cells of both resident and non-resident origin. This occurs due to intensive secretion of AMP with 
chemokine properties as well as to formation of FMLP, PSM - bacterial products with chemokine 
properties, primarily ligandic to CCR2, CCR6, FPR1, FPR2, RAGE - neutrophil receptors 
(Supplement A11).  

During phase N3 there occurs range extension and intensification of secretion of chemokines CCL2, 
CCL20, CXCL8, CX3CL1, etc. (Fig.A11), as well as intensive secretion of other chemokines, 
ligandic to neutrophil’s receptors CCR1, CCR2, CCR5, CCR6, CXCR1, CXCR2, CXCR4, CXCR6 
(Supplement A12). 

AMP (lysozyme and RNAse7) as well as AMP with chemokine properties (LCN2, LL37, HBD2, 
HBD3, chemerin, S100A7, S100A8, S100A9) continue to be actively secreted.  

As a result of bacteria degradation, bacterial products continue to be formed, including FMLP and 
PSM with chemokine properties.  

In the course of L2(DEMP) suppression (phases N4 and N5), there occurs reduction of resultant 
bacterial products (Fig.A12, Fig.A13). Their formation almost completely stops at L2(DEMP) 
completion during phases N6, N7 and N8 (Fig.A14, Fig.A15, Fig.A16). 

During phases N3, N4, N5 and N8, active secretion of chemokines and AMP with chemokine 
properties is also performed by immunocytes, including those attracted from blood. Thus, self-
amplification of their traffic takes place. Similar secretion is performed by keratinocytes  
(Furue 2020), primarily under influence of IL17A. 

Chemokines and AMP with chemokine properties in high concentration are present in prepsoriatic 
and psoriatic skin and also get into blood. It is due to this that blood immunocytes, including blood 
neutrophils, become attracted to the place of inflammation (prepsoriatic and later psoriatic).  

Intensive AMP secretion can be genetically preconditioned. It is demonstrated, for example, that 
probability of psoriasis display is higher if copy number of gene responsible for HBD2 secretion 
exceeds 2 (this number can reach 7) (Hollox 2008, Machado 2015, Singh 2019, Stuart 2012).   

Information sources on secretion of chemokines and AMP as well as on its intensity at norm, at 
prepsoriatic and psoriatic skin are listed in footnotes and comments to tables (Supplement A10, 
Supplement A11, Supplement A12). Information on localization (epidermis, dermis) of AMP 
secretion and its intensity is mainly confirmed by sources (Supplement A10, Bierkarre 2016, 
Chimenti 2016, Fuentes-Duculan 2017, Gudjonsson 2009, Harder 2010, Kim 2014, Lande 2015, 
Ong 2002, Park 2009, Patra 2018), but is partly hypothetical.  

Subprocess L3a begins within L3(DEMP) - innate response, and after initiation of PLS-inflammation 
is sustained in vicious cycle B (Fig.7, Fig.8).  

L3a depends on L2a(DEMP) or L2(DEM).  The range and concentration of chemokines and AMP 
secreted by skin cells are determined by range and concentration of bacterial products. 

L3a depends on L3e. Interaction with PAMP leads to intensive secretion of chemokines and AMP. 

Subprocess L3b. Netosis of neutrophils in skin. 

After being attracted into skin, neutrophils can undergo apoptosis, and apoptotic bodies are 
endocyted by other phagocytes (Greenlee-Wacker 2016, Soehnlein 2010). Neutrophils’ tendency to 
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apoptosis is, among other factors, determined by concentration of TNF-alpha, IFN-gamma and  
GM-CSF (van den Berg 2001, Soehnlein 2010). How exactly neutrophils in skin will terminate their 
existence (by apoptosis or netosis) depends on inflammatory process development. Predominant 
apoptosis and subsequent endocytosis (efferocytosis) of apoptosis products by other phagocytes, 
as a rule, means completion of inflammatory process (Malachowa 2016, Soehnlein 2010, 
Schuster 2013). Macrophages performing endocytosis of apoptosis products secrete anti-
inflammatory cytokines TGF-beta, IL-10, and PGE-2 (Wang 2014). Dendritic cells performing 
endocytosis of apoptosis products stop their maturing, i.e. their ability to transform into maDC and to 
present antigens (Schuster 2013). Chemokine receptor CCR5 is expressed only on apoptotic bodies 
of neutrophils. One of the aims of such expression is attraction and binding of chemokines CCL2, 
CCL3 and CCL5, which contributes to decrease of new neutrophil attraction to inflammation site and 
to the completion of inflammatory process (Soehnlein 2010). 

Netosis, in its turn, occurs mainly in inflammatory environment and netotic products contribute to 
intensification of inflammatory process (Sangaletti 2012). It may be assumed that in psoriatic 
plaque, either stable or growing, neutrophils mainly end their existence by netosis. Only in case of 
plaque remission they end their existence mainly by apoptosis. Remission of psoriatic plaque and its 
transformation into normal skin leads to almost total neutrophil disappearance in it, since those 
which earlier arrived from blood have undergone netosis or apoptosis, whereas income of new 
neutrophils from blood nearly stops.  

In active psoriatic plaque many neutrophils undergo netosis, and netotic products actively influence 
skin immune system (Hu 2016, fig.4; Lin 2011, fig.3; Pinegin 2015, Skrzeczynska-Moncznik 2012). 
Authors of two models of pathogenesis included netosis in the vicious cycle (FM-model, Fig.A2, 
Delgado-Rizo 2017), (SE-model, Fig.A3, Schon 2018) and (WG-model, Fig.A4, Shao 2019), (CH-
model, Chiang 2019) (Table 5).  

WG-model presupposes that pathogenesis of psoriasis occurs only within innate response. The 
authors have demonstrated, firstly, that psoriatic blood neutrophils are activated (are in prenetotic 
state). Secondly, it has been demonstrated that netotic products (formed owing to netosis of 
psoriatic blood neutrophils) stimulate keratinocytes, which subsequently secrete inflammatory 
cytokines and chemokines, including LCN2, IL36gamma, CXCL8 and CXCL1. IL36gamma cytokine, 
in its turn, (through IL36R receptor) induces increased expression of TLR4 in keratinocytes 
(Madonna 2019). The authors of WG-model have demonstrated that netotic products of psoriatic 
blood neutrophils collectively affect keratinocytes through TLR4 receptor, which causes through 
MyD88 and NF-kappaB activation and induces production and secretion of LCN2 and IL36gamma. 
Eventually, increased LCN2 level is conductive to attraction of new blood neutrophils and to their 
netosis, thus creating vicious circle (Shao 2016, Shao 2019). 

Applying Nano-LC/MALDI-MS equipment (Capitalbio Technology Corporation) enabled to determine 
the range of netotic proteins formed at netosis of psoriatic blood neutrophils (Shao 2019, 
supplemental table 1).  Then they tested the impact on keratinocytes of proteins S100A9, S100A8, 
LCN2, HSP70 on TLR4 receptor, firstly, found with high coverage in this range, and secondly, since 
in several sources their impact on TLR4 was found. However, none of these proteins manifested 
any impact on LCN2 and IL36gamma secretion, comparable to the one demonstrated by netotic 
products in general (Shao 2019, fig.3C and fig.3D). 

Note should be taken that in the range of netotic proteins discovered, there is no LL37 (MW 4.5 
kDa), NE (MW 28.5 kDa) or SLPI (MW 11.7 kDa), which means its incompleteness. Furthermore, 
there is no LPS (MW ~ 10 kDa) and lipid A (MW ~ 1.8 kDa) in it, which can be found among netotic 
products, according to YN-model and to the results of studies (Garaeva 2005, Garaeva 2007).  
Apparently, in course of pre-preparation of netotic products for determining the range, free hDNA, 
hRNA and LPS connected all LL37 (as well as NE and SLPI) and formed complexes (Scott 2011, 
Skrzeczynska-Moncznik 2012), which were not identified?  

The fact that netotic products of psoriatic blood neutrophils actively influence keratinocytes through 
TLR4 receptor, in its turn, can be regarded as proof of LPS presence in these netotic products 
and/or its TLR4-active fragments, endocyted by neutrophils in blood flow (SPN8). 

The most detailed analysis of the possible role of netosis in psoriatic inflammation is given in a 
survey (Pinegin 2015). Firstly, this is participation of netotic products (LL37, NE - neutrophil 
elastasa, etc.) in forming complexes with hDNA (influence PDC through TLR9) and RNA (influence 
DC through TLR7 and TLR8). Secondly, it is stimulation of pro-inflammatory cytokine secretion 
(IL17, etc.) and, thirdly, it is formation of netotic products which can become autoantigens.  
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In (Herster 2020) hRNA-LL37 complexes have the role of self-amplification of the following 
processes: neutrophil attraction into psoriatic skin, secretion of chemokines and cytokines and, 
basically, netosis. For the first time it is demonstrated that netotic products contain hRNA. It is also 
demonstrated that LL37, which is, firstly, actively secreted by neutrophils and, secondly, contained 
in netotic products, forms complexes with hRNA lost during netosis. Besides, it is demonstrated that 
only these complexes (but not hRNA or LL37 separately) can influence neutrophils through 
endosomal receptor TLR8. Colocalization of NE (neutrophil elastasa), hRNA and LL37 in psoriatic 
skin is also shown. The authors of the work assume that netosis can pose a self-amplification factor 
of psoriatic plaque.  

The role of netosis in pathogenesis of various diseases (systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid 
arthritis, ANCA vasculitis, arterial and venous thrombosis, pulmonary fibrosis, psoriasis, gout) is 
systematized in (Mitsios 2017, fig.1 and fig.2). It proposes a two-factor scheme of netosis role in 
pathogenesis of these diseases. The first factor (hit trigger) is the conditions under which proteins 
provoking a particular disease appear (are formed) in neutrophils; the second factor (hit trigger) is 
the conditions under which netosis takes place, accompanied by ejection of these proteins. The 
authors of this study suggested a new term "netopathy" to denote diseases in whose pathogenesis 
netosis plays the key role. 

Within YN-model netosis of neutrophils in skin is conditioned, firstly, by chronic kPAMP-load on 
these neutrophils in blood before their attraction into psoriatic skin. This load makes some of them      
kPAMP-carriers and brings them into activated (prenetotic) state. As this occurs, part of neutrophils 
undergoes netosis directly in blood (Hu 2016, fig.1 and 3; Lin 2011, fig.4; Shao 2019, fig.1;  
Teague 2019). Secondly, netosis in skin is determined by those conditions in which blood 
neutrophils (some of which are already in prenetotic state) find themselves in prepsoriatic and 
psoriatic skin (Table 3).  

Netosis of part of neutrophils in skin begins during phase N3 (Fig.A11) and proceeds intensively 
during subsequent phases N4, N5, N8 (Fig.A12, Fig.A13, Fig.A16, Table 1). 

At L2(DEMP) and L2(DEM), the main cause of netosis during phases N3 and N4 are substances 
secreted by bacteria of commensal microbiome. These are PSM-gamma (Cogen 2010) and GroEL, 
(Dapunt 2016, Meyle 2012), secreted by Staph.epidermidis. This is H2O2, hydrogen peroxide, 
secreted by oral streptococci, particularly by Str.mitis, Str.oralis, Str.sanguinis and Str.gordonii 
(Okahashi 2014, Sumioka 2017, Xu 2014) (at L2(DEMP)). This is FMLP, secreted by a number of 
bacteria (Hasler 2016, Lipp 2017). 

While bacteria of commensal microbiome are degraded, in extracellular space there appear LPS 
and PG, which can also provoke netosis. 

Bacterial products provoke netosis in inflamed dermis until dermal expansion of commensal 
microbiome takes place. In process of suppression of this expansion (due to growth of AMP and 
phagocyte concentration), the role of bacterial products of resident origin as provokers of netosis in 
dermis diminishes. Notably during phase N8 (when process L2 has completely stopped), netosis will 
mainly be caused by other factors.  

These are cytokines CXCL8, IL18, IL1beta (Delgado-Rizo 2017, Grayson 2016, Hasler 2016,  
Ortmann 2018), hRNA-LL37 complexes (Herster 2020), and platelets (Grayson 2016, Herster 2019, 
Papayannopoulos 2018, Pinegin 2015, Schon 2018). A detailed list of netosis factors (real and 
presumed) as well as information on their presence in prepsoriatic and psoriatic skin is given in 
(Table 3).  

During netosis of Neu and Neu-Y, netotic products NET, including non-degraded kPAMP (LPS, PG, 
PG-Y and bacDNA) of non-resident origin, are ejected into extracellular space. These proteins 
(along with other substances) are endocyted by phagocytes (subprocess L3d).  

Subprocess L3b begins within L3, and, after initiation of PLS inflammation, is sustained in vicious 
cycle B (Fig.7).  

Neu and Neu-Y, being in pro-inflammatory environment, secrete cytokines of TNF-alpha, IL17 and 
IL22 (Lin 2011, Pinegin 2015, Reich 2015, Schon 2018). Such secretion occurs irrespective of 
netosis. These cytokines, however, can also be found in netotic products. 

L3b depends on SPPN. If SPPN is interrupted, then, firstly, blood neutrophils will not be in prenetotic 
state, and secondly, they will not contain kPAMP endocyted in blood, including PG-Y. 
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L3b depends on L1a. If there is no sufficient neutrophil attraction from blood into skin, their smaller 
part will undergo netosis. 

L3b depends on L2a(DEMP) or L2a(DEM).  Netosis intensity is determined by bacterial products, 
acting as netosis factors. 

L3b depends on L3a.  Some of chemokines and/or AMP (e.g. CXCL8, LCN2, LL37, etc.) are factors 
provoking netosis (Table 3). 

L3b depends on L3c. (Herster 2020) suggests a pathogenesis model, in which hRNA-LL37 
complexes act as netosis factors, thus contributing to its self-amplification. Other sources do not 
mention such an option. This dependence is hypothetical. 

Subprocess L3c. Formation of NA-complexes with LL37. 

LL37 is a unique protein, possessing pleyotropic properties (Chieosilapatham 2018,  
Kahlenberg 2013). Apart from the fact that LL37 is AMP with chemokine ability to facilitate netosis 
(Neumann 2014), connect LPS and prevent its impact on TLR4 receptor (Chieosilapatham 2018, 
Scott 2011), it can also connect nucleic acids (NA) and form complexes with them, particularly with 
bacDNA (Duan 2018), as well as with hDNA and hRNA (Ganguly 2009, Lande 2015, Pinegin 2015). 

Starting with phase N2, secretion of LL37 by keratinocytes takes place. As a result, at L2(DEMP) or 
L2(DEM) during phase N2 there appear bacDNA-LL37 complexes, whose components have 
resident origin.  

Starting with phase N3, secretion of LL37 by neutrophils is added (Fuentes-Duculan 2017), and 
owing to netosis of some neutrophils (L3b), in extracellular space there appear LL37, hDNA and 
hRNA.  As LL37 interacts with hDNA and hRNA, complexes hDNA-LL37 and hRNA-LL37 are 
formed.  

Among netotic products, kPAMP is present, earlier endocyted in blood, particularly bacDNA. As a 
result, starting with phase N3, bacDNA-LL37 complexes are formed, whose component has non-
resident origin. 

It is in the form of NA-complexes with LL37 (bacDNA-LL37, hDNA-LL37, hRNA-LL37) that 
plasmacytoid dendritic cells PDC endocyte and deliver bacDNA, hDNA or hRNA to endosomal 
TLR9 for interaction (Panda 2017). 

Note should also be taken that such AMP as HBD2, HBD3 and lysozyme facilitate formation of 
complexes with hDNA-LL37 and participate in stimulating PDC to IFN-alpha secretion 
(Lande 2015). 

Process L4 (phase N4) begins when PDC endocyte NA-complexes with LL37 (interacting with 
endosomal TLR9) and begin to actively secrete IFN-alpha. 

hRNA-LL37 complexes also facilitate maturing of DC (L6b) (Ganguly 2009). 

In the early models of pathogenesis – N-model (Perera 2012), GK-model (Guttman-Yassky 2011) 
and GKH-model (Lowes 2014, Hawkes 2017), TC-model (Tonel 2009), GL-model (Ganguly 2009, 
Gilliet 2008, Gilliet 2015), AL-model (Albanesi 2018) – the main source of hDNA and hRNA were 
keratinocytes damaged as a consequence of trauma.  

In Y-model, damaged keratinocytes were also one of two possible sources of hDNA and hRNA 
(L3c(IN)=LP3.1(IN), Peslyak 2012b, p.19). 

However, in newer models of pathogenesis – FM-model (Delgado-Rizo 2017) and GLD-model 
(Di Domizio 2019)– neutrophils undergoing netosis are regarded as the main source of hDNA and 
hRNA in prepsoriatic and psoriatic skin (Table 5). 

In YN-model, neutrophils undergoing netosis (L3b) are regarded as one of the main sources of 
hDNA and hRNA, which does not exclude additional sources of hDNA and hRNA (e.g. from mast 
cells undergoing self-damage (Lin 2011) or from damaged keratinocytes). 

It is due to this that, at L3(DEMP) and L3(DEM), subprocess L3c intensifies starting with phase N3, 
i.e. from the moment of neutrophil attraction into skin and netosis of some of them.   

At L2(IN) and L2(HPV) (trauma and HPV-carriage of KC), damaged keratinocytes act as the source 
of hDNA and hRNA. At L2(HPV), in its turn, at virus degradation, CpG is formed, and CpG-LL37 
complexes with similar influence on PDC are additionally formed.  
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Cases L2(IN) and L3c(IN) = LP3.1(IN) as well as L2(HPV) and L3c(HPV) = LP3.1(HPV) are 
discussed in (Peslyak 2012b, p.19).  

L3c depends on L2a(DEMP) or L2(DEM).  As bacDNA is formed at degradation of commensal 
microbiome. It is this that determines possibility of subprocess L3cr during phase N2. 

L3c depends on L3a.  Intensity of complex formation depends on intensity of LL37 secretion. 

L3c depends on L3b. Intensity of complex formation depends on intensity of netosis, during which 
hDNA and hRNA appear in extracellular space. 

Subprocess L3d. Endocytosis of non-host biomaterial. Including bacterial products of 
resident (at DEMP or DEM) and non-resident (from L3b) origin. Formation of DC-Y, 
Mo-Y, MF-Y. 

During phase N1 (homeostasis), endocytosis of non-host biomaterial, including bacterial products in 
small amounts, takes place in dermis.   

At L2(DEMP) or L2(DEM), starting with phase N2,  there begins intensive endocytosis of bacterial 
products of resident origin, including non-degraded LPS, PG, PG-Y (at DEMP) and bacDNA.  

Netotic products NET, including bacterial products of non-resident origin (and specifically non-
degraded LPS, PG, PG-Y and bacDNA) appear starting with phase N3. 

At L2(DEMP), formation of DC-Y, Mo-Y and MF-Y takes place starting with phase N2 (Table 1). 
During this phase, Y-antigen has only resident origin. 

Starting with phase N3, there occurs endocytosis of bacterial products of both resident origin (at 
DEMP or DEM) and non-resident (from L3b) origin. 

Fig.A18 shows a conditional concentrations of endocyted Y-antigens of resident origin (yellow line) 
and of non-resident origin (red line) during phased development of psoriatic plaque at L3d(DEMP). 

Starting with phase N2, the main source of Y-antigen is PG-Y, which is formed during PsB 
degradation (subprocess L2a(DEMP)). Starting with phase N3, there appears an additional source 
of Y-antigen – non-degraded netotic products of Neu-Y. As suppression of L2(DEMP) progresses, 
concentration of Y-antigen of resident origin decreases, and during phase N8 is practically reduced 
to zero. Meanwhile, concentration of Y-antigen of non-resident origin grows, as attraction of blood 
neutrophils increases, and some of them (including Neu-Y) constantly undergo netosis. 

Netotic products NET actively influence other cells, but are also endocyted by skin phagocytes 
(Grayson 2016, Schuster 2013, Soehnlein 2010, Wang 2014). Endocytosis is effected by other 
neutrophils, macrophages, monocytes and dendritic cells of skin. When endocytosis is effected by 
monocytes Mo (having potential to be transformed into dendritic cells MoDC) and by dendritic cells 
DC, and if non-degraded antigens (particularly PG-Y) are retained in endocyted material, Mo-Y and   
DC-Y are formed.  

Next, transformation of Mo-Y into MoDC-Y (L3g), and then transformation of DC-Y and MoDC-Y into 
mature dendritic cells maDC-Y (L6b) is possible. As a result, presentation of Y-antigens to effector 
lymphocytes TL-Y becomes possible (Fig.6, Fig.7).  

Phagocytes (monocytes and dendritic cells), which endocyted apoptosis products of neutrophils, 
can entrap even live intracellular bacteria lost by neutrophils (Karaji 2017, McCracken 2014, 
Schuster 2013) and thus to become infected.  

Interaction of dendritic cells with apoptosis products has been studied for a long time. It has been 
demonstrated that they are able to effect processing and presenting antigens which were endocyted 
together with apoptosis products (Nauseef 2013, Schuster 2013). 

Comparison of these processes has been made on the example of ANCA vasculites, when 
autoantibodies are formed to proteins PR3 or MPO, which are products of apoptosis and netosis of 
neutrophils. It has been demonstrated that these proteins to a much greater extent retain their 
autoantigenic properties during netosis. Formation of autoantibodies takes place with the active 
participation of dendritic cells which endocyte netotic products and then process and present 
autoantigens contained in them (Sangaletti 2012, video of endocytosis).  

Taking into account the above-mentioned information, endocytosis of non-degraded bacterial 
products lost during netosis in psoriatic skin by monocytes and dendritic cells seems quite possible. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-neutrophil_cytoplasmic_antibody
http://www.bloodjournal.org/highwire/filestream/318264/field_highwire_adjunct_files/1/blood-2012-03-416156-2.avi
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And subsequent processing and presentation of Y-antigens contained in them are their direct 
responsibility (monocytes Mo-Y perform it after transformation into dendritic cells MoDC-Y). 

Subprocess L3dr takes place at homeostasis, intensifies due to start of L3r (innate response with 
participation of cells primarily of resident origin), and after initialization of PLS-inflammation (as L3d) 
is sustained in vicious cycle B (Fig.7).  

At L2(DEM), Y-antigen is not present among bacterial products of resident origin. Therefore, 
formation of DC-Y, Mo-Y and MF-Y begins only with phase N3, and all Y-antigen has non-resident 
origin. This is the main difference of L3d(DEM) from L3d(DEMP). 

L3d depends on L2(DEMP) or L2(DEM).  Endocytosis of non-host biomaterial depends on intensity 
of dermal expansion of commensal microbiome. 

L3d depends on L3b.  Intensity of endocytosis of netotic products depends on netosis intensity. 

L3d depends on L3e.  Endocytosis is stimulated by interaction with kPAMP. For intracellular 
receptors, such as TLR9 and NOD2, endocytosis of kPAMP precedes this interaction. 

Subprocess L3e. Influence of kPAMP.  

kPAMP within YN-model are LPS, PG (incl. PG-Y) and bacDNA. 

bacDNA is present in healthy, prepsoriatic and psoriatic skin both in epidermis and dermis 
(Supplement A7). Since commensal microbiome contains both Gram(-) and Gram(+) bacteria, LPS 
and PG are constantly formed at their degradation (Baker 2006a, Baker 2006b).  

Due to this, during phase N1 (homeostasis) kPAMP of resident origin is always present in skin 
(mainly in epidermis).  During dermal expansion of commensal microbiome (L2(DEMP) or 
L2(DEM)), intensive formation of kPAMP begins, not only in epidermis, but also in dermis (phase N2 
and further), i.e. during phases N1 and N2, kPAMP only of resident origin affect TLR and NOD 
receptors of skin cells. Netotic products NET including kPAMP of non-resident origin appear starting 
with phase N3. Thereby, starting with phase N3, TLR and NOD receptors are affected by kPAMP 
both of resident origin (at DEMP or DEM) and of non-resident (from L3b) origin. After elimination of 
L2(DEMP) or L2(DEM), phase N5 is completed and, as a consequence, kPAMP of resident origin 
practically disappear from dermis, i.e. during phase N8, TLR and NOD receptors of dermal cells are 
affected by kPAMP only of non-resident (from L3b) origin. 

The main receptor for LPS is TLR4 (membrane and endosomal). (Shao 2019) has recently 
demonstrated that netotic products of psoriatic blood neutrophils actively interact with TLR4 receptor 
of keratinocytes, which serves as indirect confirmation of presence of non-degraded LPS fragments 
among netotic products.  

The main receptors for PG are TLR2 (membrane and endosomal) as well as intracellular NOD1 (for 
DAP) and intracellular NOD2 (for MDP) (Fukui 2016a, Kim 2010, Pashenkov 2018). For bacDNA 
and CpG, the main receptor is endosomal TLR9. Expression of all these receptors increases as 
concentration of corresponding kPAMP continues to grow. Thus, it is possible to indirectly estimate 
their concentration.  

(Baker 2003) examined expression of TLR1, TLR2 and TLR5 at norm and psoriasis.  Considerable 
excess of expression over norm was found only for TLR2 (mainly in epidermis). (Begon 2007) 
studied expression of TLR1, TLR2, TLR3, TLR4, TLR5, TLR6 and TLR9 at norm and psoriasis.  
Considerable excess of expression over norm was found only for TLR2 (mainly in epidermis. 
(Okhlopkov 2012) examined expression of TLR2 and TLR4 at norm and psoriasis.  It was 
demonstrated that their expression takes place only in epidermis. (Tervaniemi 2016) studied NOD2 
expression at norm (HS), NLS and PLS. Increased expression (PLS > NLS > HS) was discovered 
both in epidermis (mainly in keratinocytes) and in dermis. (Morizane 2012b) examined TLR9 
expression at norm and at psoriasis. It was demonstrated that intracellular expression of TLR9 in 
keratinocytes increases under LL37 influence.  (Stepanenko 2015) studied TLR9 expression at 
norm and psoriasis. It was demonstrated that the maximum endosomal TLR9 expression takes 
place at psoriasis in basal and spinosum layer of epidermis as well as at dermal monocytes and 
macrophages. The survey in (Sun 2019) gives a detailed description of alarm mechanisms and skin 
cell reaction at PAMP impact on TLR receptors, specifically at atopic dermatitis and psoriasis. It 
enumerates possibilities of therapeutic impact on expression of TLR receptors (particularly of TLR2, 
TLR4 and TLR9) for remission achievement.  
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L3e depends on L3b.  kPAMP concentration in skin depends, in particular, on intensity of netosis, in 
course of which kPAMP of non-resident origin appear in extracellular space. 

Subprocess L3f. Loss of tolerance to kPAMP at DC-Y, Mo-Y and MoDC-Y of non-
resident origin, which brought Y-antigen from blood.  

In YN-model, this subprocess is possible, but not obligatory. It is described in detail in Y-model (as 
LP6.1). 

Subprocess L3g. Formation of MF, MoDC from Mo, 
 and also formation of MF-Y, MoDC-Y from Mo-Y. 

During this subprocess, transformation of Mo in MF and MoDC (in all phases), as well as Mo-Y in 
MF-Y and MoDC-Y takes place (at L2(DEMP) from phase N2, in others cases – from phase N3). 

Formation of MF occurs constantly - with low intensity during phases N1 and N2, with average 
intensity during phase N3 and with high intensity during phases N4, N5 and N8 (Table 1). 

Active formation of MoDC begins during phase N4, under the influence of IFN-alpha and TNF-alpha 
secreted by PDC during L4. Presence of PAMP (outside or inside) of Mo activates their 
transformation in MoDC. Activity of these formations in all subsequent phases N5 and N8 depends 
on L8 intensity. 

Mo (MF) endocytose and-or contact with L2-content, activate and secrete TNF-alpha, IL1beta, IL12 
and IL20 (Clark 2006b, Fuentes-Duculan 2010, Wang 2006). 

L3g depends on L2a(DEMP). Intensity of MF-Y and MoDC-Y formation depends on PG-Y 
concentration in bacterial products. 

L3g depends on L3b.  MF-Y and MoDC-Y formation depends on intensity of netosis, in course of 
which Y-antigen of non-resident origin appears in extracellular space. 

L3g depends on L3e.  Interaction with kPAMP stimulates MF and MoDC formation. 

L3 depends on L1a.   Starting with phase N3, L3 intensity is determined by non-resident immunocytes. 
The more Neu and Neu-Y get into skin, the more netotic products are formed. The more Mo and DC get 
into skin, the more of them can participate in endocytosis of netotic products and in subsequent 
transformations. At inflammation, most dermal MF, Mo and DC are derived from Mo and DC attracted from 
blood.   

L3 as a whole is initiated and supported by L2. 

L3 depends on L8. Innate and adaptive responses amplify each other.  

6.6. Process L4. Trigger of adaptive response. 
Active peak-like secretion of IFN-alpha by PDC, is a signal formed only in result of innate response L3, 
which couldn’t eliminate L2. This trigger signal provides active start of adaptive response (Chiricozzi 2018,  
Di Meglio 2017, Lande 2010, McKenna 2005, Seo 2010, Reizis 2019, Tang 2010, Wang 2020, Zhang 
2005).  

This trigger starts working if intensity of process L2 is combined with insufficiency of process L3.  

Process L4 start determines phase N3 end and short-term phase N4 start. This short-term phase N4 
terminates at phase N5 start, namely with L8 begin.  

The major role for transition to phase N4 belongs to those proteins which are formed (FMLP) or are 
secreted (chemerin) in NLS-dermis and are chemokines for PDC (Supplement A10) and LL37, with which 
NA-complexes (L3c) are formed. 

L4 has limited duration, initiates and supports L6 until this support is provided by L8 (Fig.7, dot-and-dash 
line).  Notably, intensive L8 supresses L4 (Table 1, Fig.7, Fig.8). 

PDC produce and secrete considerable amount of IFN-alpha approximately 7 days prior to appearance of 
pinpoint psoriatic plaque. For the first time it has been proved at carrying out experiments with NLS-
transplants transferred to AGR129-mice (Nestle 2005a).  

The majority of models of pathogenesis of psoriasis include dermal PDC as obligatory components, which 
under influence of hDNA-LL37 complexes transitively and actively secrete IFN-alpha before plaque 
appearance (Table 5).  
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When plaque has already started to develop, the level of IFN-alpha gradually decreases to the norm (LP4 
calms down). Therefore, only in acute (but not chronic) plaques high level of MxA protein (which is a 
marker of previously high level of IFN-alpha) is detected (Nestle 2005a).  

PDC continue to be involved into PLS-dermis and appear there in increased amount, however they lose 
their ability to intensive secretion of IFN-alpha (despite increased level of hDNA-LL37 complexes). It 
occurs under the influence of suppressive activity of high level of TNF-alpha (being secreted during L8) on 
PDC (Mylonas 2018, Palucka 2005, Schon 2019).  

On external border of growing psoriatic plaque, however, PDC keep intensively secreting IFN-alpha, which 
facilitates its expansion  (Nestle 2005a) (phase N7, Fig.A15).  

In more detail in  (Peslyak 2012b, p.20). 

KC can act as an additional source of IFN-alpha. KC carry out secretion of IFN-alpha under influence of 
hDNA-LL37 complexes on intracellular receptor TLR9. Notably, LL37 facilitates an increase in TLR9 
expression in KC. This additional source of IFN-alpha can be crucial at insufficient PDC concentration, 
particularly in epidermis (Morizane 2012a, Morizane 2012b).  

Content of L4 at L2(IN) and L2(HPV) are in detail considered in (Peslyak 2012b, p.21). 

L4 depends on L1a. Increased level of PDC coming from blood in the place of future plaque provides 
intensity of subsequent L4.  

L4 depends on L2.  This dependence is at work only at L2(IN) and L2(HPV).         

L4 depends on L3. The more intensive LL37 secretion (L3a), netosis (L3b) and formation of hDNA-LL37 
complexes are, the more intensively PDC secrete IFN-alpha. This dependence is suppressed by L8.  

L4 is suppressed by L8. This occurs due to TNF-alpha, whose increased level is formed during L8.  

6.7. Process L5. Adaptive response against L2.  
In YN-model this process is possible, but is not obligatory.  
It is in detail described in Y-model (as LP5). 

6.8. Process L6. Mature dendritic cells formation. 
L6 begins due to L4, under influence of (IFN-alpha + TNF-alpha), and intensifies while L8 is at work 
(phases N5 and N8) under cumulative influence of IFN-gamma, TNF-alpha, IL12, IL1beta (Chiricozzi 2018, 
Delgado-Rizo 2017, Di Meglio 2017, Hawkes 2017). Additional impact on DC maturing is made by active 
neutrophils and netotic products (Schuster 2013).  

If L3 and L8 in interaction fully eliminate L2, and if there is enough L8 for sustaining L3 and L6b, phase N8 
begins.  

In addition about DDC in (Peslyak 2012b, p.24, k9). 

Subprocess L6a. maDC-Z formation.  

In YN-model this subprocess is possible, but is not obligatory. It is in detail described in Y-model (as 
LP6.3). 

Subprocess L6b. maDC-Y formation. 

The subprocess begins during phase N4 (or N7) and proceeds with high intensity during phases N5 
and N8 (Table 1).  

DC-Y and MoDC-Y secrete TNF-alpha, IL12 and IL23. Under the influence of IL12 and IL23 
acceleration of their maturation (self-activation) takes place. Their maturation is also positively 
influenced by the combination of IFN-gamma and IL1beta. IFN-alpha and GM-CSF support 
maturation of MoDC-Y (Farkas 2011). DC-Y and MoDC-Y process bacterial products (containing 
kPAMP and PG-Y), form complexes of MHC class II with Y-antigen and transport them to the cell 
wall.  

At fagosomal (endosomal) PG-Y degradation, MDP is always formed, which is NOD2 ligand. This 
gives Y-antigen an advantage in processing.  Potential presence of other kPAMP (apart from PG-Y) 
in these very phagosomas (endosomes) enhances this advantage (Iwasaki 2010). 
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After that, maDC-Y appear to be ready to begin Y-antigen presentation (Delgado-Rizo 2017,  
Sabat 2007).  

DC-Y and MoDC-Y having insufficient PG-Y content are incapable of transformation into maDC-Y. 
Such cells will show the activity as more as they content kPAMP.  

Y-antigen presentation to effector TL-Y occurs during subprocess L8a. Final maturation of maDC-Y 
occurs during interaction with TL-Y, i.e. subprocesses L6a and L8a are interrelated.  

Additionally about maDC in  (Peslyak 2012b, p.26, k9). 

L6b depends on L3e.  kPAMP support maturation of DC and MoDC.  

L6b depends on L3g.  As more formation of MoDC-Y, as more formation of maDC-Y. 

L6 depends on L3c. hRNA-LL37 complexes formed during L3c cause activation of DC. It occurs through 
endosomal TLR8 and leads to secretion of TNF-alpha and IL6 and maturation of DC in maDC. hRNA-LL37 
complexes are found in PLS-dermis and colocalizated with maDC. Their quantity correlates with 
CD208+maDC quantity. (Ganguly 2009, fig.8).  

L6 depends on L4. Under the influence of IFN-alpha, Mo and DC increase expression of PAMP-receptors. 
IFN-alpha promotes formation of MoDC (Farkas 2011). And cooperation of IFN-alpha with TNF-alpha 
accelerates this formation. IFN-alpha also accelerates maturation of DC, which, at that, secrete IL12 more 
actively (Piccioli 2007). After PDC have executed their role in L4, they can be transformed into maDC 
(Zhang 2005).  

L6 depends on L8. Intensity of secreted TNF-alpha, IL1beta, IL6 and IFN-gamma (at interaction of  
maDC-Y with TL-Y or mediated by FB and KC), determines the degree of transformation intensity of all Mo 
and DC. In particular, maDC-Y finally mature during interaction with TL-Y. 

6.9. Process L7. Lymphnodes. Clonal proliferation.  
This process is well-known and can occur during adaptive response. Subprocess L7a happens during L5 
(i.e. within YN-model is not obligatory). Subprocess L7b happens along with L8 and, therefore, it takes 
place during phases N5 and N8 (Table 1, Fig.7, Fig.8). 

Subprocess L7a.  TL-Z formation. 

In YN-model this subprocess is possible, but is not obligatory. It is in detail described in Y-model (as 
LP7.1). 

Subprocess L7b.  TL-Y formation. 

Through afferent lymphovessels, maDC-Y get from inflammation place to the nearest regional 
lymphnodes. In consequence of maDC-Y interaction with naive nTL (at primary response) or with 
Tcm-Y (at secondary response), a number of new TL-Y appear, i.e. effector Tem-Y and central 
Tcm-Y. Such reproduction of T-lymphocytes is called ‘clonal proliferation’. 

Then Tem-Y enter blood flow through the efferent lymph vessel. The expression of homing-
receptors on Tem-Y (in particular, CLA) provides their migration to postarterial venules, on which 
ligandic adhesive molecules (in particular E-selectin and ICAM-1) are expressed. In areas of 
inflammation this expression is promoted, in particular, by TNF-alpha. Migration of Tem-Y occurs 
mainly to the inflammation areas, from where maDC-Y have come to lymphnodes  
(Delgado-Rizo 2017, Gudjonsson 2004). 

Part of Tcm-Y enters blood flow similarly, but go to farther regional lymphnodes to proliferate there 
and differentiate in Tem-Y, which then enter other regional tissues  (Fig.A17). 

On the endothelium of postarterial venules, due to interaction of Tem receptors and ligandic 
adhesive molecules, infiltration of Tem from blood flow into dermis, and then, their movement inside 
dermis and epidermis takes place under the influence of chemokines.  

Mostly (> 90%), in the absence of inflammation, Tem are constantly present in skin. The rest of Tem 
(<10%) circulate in blood flow. Skin Tem do not express CCR7 and L-selectin, which makes 
impossible their moving into lymphnodes. The total amount of Tem reaches 1 million per cm2 of skin 
(among them specific to all antigens, in respond to which SIS (skin immune system) earlier have 
formed adaptive response). Such location of Tem provides the fastest and effective secondary 
adaptive response formed by SIS at repeated contact with antigens (Clark 2010). 
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At primary response, L7b start precedes dermal interaction of maDC-Y with Tem-Y. It is possible 
only at primary PLS-plaque and only in case if SIS has never earlier formed adaptive response 
against PsB.  

At secondary response, Tem-Y is already present in skin, and Tcm-Y in lymphnodes. In this case, 
interaction of maDC-Y with Tem-Y (L8a) begins at once, and fast activation of subprocess L7b 
occurs later if in the inflammation area deficiency of Tem-Y develops.  

It happens at any nonprime plaque, and, of course, on the external border of extending plaque 
(Vissers 2004). 

It happens both at primary plaque if SIS has previously formed adaptive response, for example, 
against external PsB-infection or dermal expansion of PsB. 

Additional places for clonal proliferation are formed directly in psoriatic dermis in form of iSALT 
(indusible skin-associated lymphoid tissue). maDC-Y in them also present Y-antigen to effector 
Tem-Y, and their proliferation may take place (Egawa 2020, Kabashima 2019, Kim 2014, Kim 2015). 

Irrespective of the order of events, we consider that with L8 and-or L7b start phase N5 begins.   

L7b depends on L6b. The more dermal maDC-Y is formed, the greater possibility that the amount of 
dermal Tem-Y (cooperating with maDC-Y) will be insufficient, and the more uninvolved maDC-Y will 
enter to lymphnodes.  

6.10. Process L8. Adaptive response on (real and) imaginary dermal expansion of PsB.  
Mature dendritic cells maDC-Y process PG-Y fragments contained in them, and after processing present 
Y-antigen to TL-Y, both resident and involved from blood flow. The skin immune system SIS receives a 
false target – an imaginary dermal expansion of PsB, regarded by SIS by presented Y-antigens.  

This process occurs at any initiating and aggravating processes L2, in particular at L2(DEMP), L2(DEM), 
L2(IN) and L2(HPV). 

The vicious cycle B = {L1a > L3 > L6b > L8 > L1} is initiated at L2 activation (through L3 and L4) (Fig.7). 
This cycle represents:  

 Income phagocytes (including Neu-Y) from blood to the area of developing inflammation 
(L1a).  

 Netosis of some Neu-Y. In extracellular space there are netotic products, including  
Y-antigens (L3b). 

 Endocytosis of non-host biomaterial, netotic products, including PG-Y. Formation of DC-Y, 
Mo-Y (L3d). 

 Formation of MoDC-Y from Mo-Y (L3g). 
 Formation of maDC-Y from DC-Y and MoDC-Y (L6b). 
 Interaction of maDC-Y with TL-Y (L8a), which, in its turn, supports L1.  

The vicious cycle B amplifies by the vicious cycle C = { L6b > L7b > L1b > L8 > L6b}. At excess of maDC-Y 
and shortage of TL-Y movement of maDC-Y appears in the inflammation area into regional lymphnodes, 
where clonal proliferation of Tem-Y takes place (L7b). Due to homing, TL-Y arrive through blood flow to 
the inflammation area and adjacent areas (L1b), which causes intensification and expansion of plaque 
(L8).  

Additional places for clonal proliferation are formed directly in psoriatic dermis in form of iSALT (indusible 
skin-associated lymphoid tissue). In them there is also presentation (Egawa 2020, Kabashima 2019,  
Kim 2014, Kim 2015). 

Process L8 influences process L3 through secreted cytokines (Fig.7). 

For L8 functioning, L1, L6 and L7b actively supported by L8 (Fig.A16), can be sufficient. It means that 
process L2 (and together with it potentially possible L6a and L7a) can come to the end, and L8 will 
proceed (PLS will pass into phase N8).  

If L2 is preserved, or some secondary infections develop, PLS remains in phase N5. 

The vicious cycle B can be interrupted in case of breach of SIS work, which can be realized for a while by 
application of biological drugs. However, the unique long-term decision eliminating the original cause of 
psoriasis is weakening or termination of SPPN.  
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Within L8 limits, KC hyperproliferation begins (physical protection of skin). At L2(DEMP) and L2(DEM), this 
reduces concentration of epidermal commensal microbiome and, consequently, intensity of its dermal 
expansion. At L2(IN) it accelerates trauma healing. At L2(HPV) it complicates possibility of the complete 
replicative cycle of virus. Thereby, process L3 is being assisted.  

Within L8, there occurs active secretion of IL26, possessing, apart from antimicrobic properties, an ability 
to connect NA and to form bacDNA-IL26 and hDNA-IL26 complexes (subprocess L8c) (Chiricozzi 2018, 
Larochette 2019, Meller 2015). 

Subprocess L8a. Y-antigen presentation by maDC-Y to effector TL-Y. 

Due fast maturation (L6b) maDC-Y process PG-Y and present Y (fragments of interpeptide bridges) 
to effector TL-Y.  

TL-Y are activated, proliferate and secrete TNF-alpha, IFN-gamma, IL17, IL22, IL26. Cytokine 
IFN-gamma is mainly secreted by Th1-Y. Cytokine IL17 (IL17A and IL17F) is mainly secreted by 
Th17-Y. Cytokine IL22 is mainly secreted by Th22-Y (Guttman-Yassky 2011, Nestle 2009a,  
Nestle 2009b, Tonel 2009). 

The role of IL17A cytokine in psoriatic plaque development is undeniable (Furue 2020, Li 2020). 
This fact is taken into account in nearly all models of pathogenesis (Chiricozzi 2018, Delgado-Rizo 
2017, Di Meglio 2017, Hawkes 2017). 

IL23 secreted by MF and maDC plays important role in effector TL stimulation for secretion of all 
these cytokines. Genetic deviations in the condition of receptors for IL12 and-or IL23, can influence 
TL-reaction intensity (Gudjonsson 2009). 

Under the influence of TNF-alpha, expression of adhesive molecules on endotelial cells of 
postarterial venules increases, with the subsequent increase of permeability of endothelium (it 
influences L1). 

Events occur variously, it depends on whether there are resident TL-Y in skin or not, i.e. whether 
Y-priming have taken place (Clark 2010, Sabat 2007, Sabat 2011). If Y-priming has taken place, TL-
Y is present in dermis. It means that the patient either already has psoriasis, or he\she has (or had) 
some skin, tonsillar (SP6) or generalized PsB-infections (Fig.A8).  

In this case, maDC-Y, having executed PG-Y processing, presents Y to resident TL-Y. L8 begins 
quickly, at that, the threshold level of (PG-Y)-carriage by blood phagocytes for its initiation can be 
lower.  

TL-Y amount in skin is enough to provide the active beginning and support of adaptive response in 
case of interaction with maDC-Y. At that, the need in clonal proliferation of TL-Y in lympnodes 
(subprocess L7b) increases later, when maDC-Y amount starts to exceed TL-Y amount essentially. 

Y-priming (not because of psoriasis) increases probability of primary psoriasis and lowers the middle 
age of its occurrence. Such priming explains fast development (flash) in some patients of abundant 
primary plaques.  

If Y-priming was absent, TL-Y in dermis is absent, i.e. the patient did not and does not have 
psoriasis, as well as skin, tonsillar or generalized PsB-infections. In this case, maDC-Y at the 
absence of TL-Y, express CCR7 and begin chemotactic movement through afferent lymph vessels 
into nearest lymphnodes. In lympnodes clonal proliferation of Tem-Y takes place, then they get to 
blood flow through the efferent lymph vessels (supprocess L7b).   

If such beginning of psoriasis is possible at L2(PsB), L2(DEMP) and L2(IN) with PsB.  

In detail about phases of development of psoriatic plaque (Supplement A9). 

L2, initiating primary plaques, should be more intensive, than L2, initiating secondary plaques (when 
skin priming has already occurred).  

L8a depends on L1b. L8a intensity depends on income of TL-Y from blood flow.  

L8a depends on L3e.  kPAMP are adjuvant promoting antigen presentation. 

Subprocess L8b. KC hyperproliferation. Change of skin architecture.  
Growth of basal membrane area and vascularity increase.  

This subprocess is a consequence of subprocess L8a and develops in time of its intensification. KC 
hyperproliferation begins at once in basal layers of epidermis at a skin site, where L8a has begun.  
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However, visible pinpoint plaque appears on the surface of skin with a several-day delay. This 
natural delay is necessary for displacement of normal KC of the overbasal layers by incompletely 
differentiated KC, quickly rising from the basal layers. Thus, changes of architecture of skin begin, 
being definitively formed in process of expansion and aggravation of plaque. These changes cover 
epidermis and lower dermis and are accompanied by the growth of basal membrane area and 
vascularity increase. 

IFN-gamma, IL17, IL20, IL22 and TNF-alpha influence KC and cause their hyperproliferation 
(Chiricozzi 2018, Delgado-Rizo 2017, Di Meglio 2017, Hawkes 2017). Thus, IL20 is secreted by KC, 
and then both IL20 (in the autocrine way) and IL22 promote much more intensive hyperproliferation 
(Guttman-Yassky 2011, Sabat 2011). TNF-alpha and IL17 is synergic influence on KC  
(Chiricozzi 2010). 

 The hyperproliferation is realized by  

 increase of the volume of the basal layer because of increase of the basal membrane area; 
 increase of the fraction of growth (a part of proliferating KC in the basal layer) from 10-30% 

to 100%; 
 increase of the amount of cycles of TA-keratinocytes division (TA - Transit Amplifying), 

which proceeds after their lifting to the overbasal layers.  
In PLS, simultaneous increase of dermal papillas height and reduction of thickness of the layer 
above the papillas takes place (Fig.A16). At that, epidermis thickness as a whole is enlarged. These 
changes are a consequence of accelerated proliferation (basal and overbasal layers), forwarded 
and incomplete differentiation (spinous and granular layers) and accelerated desquamation (cornual 
layer) of keratinocytes.  

Within the limits of YN-model, the accelerated desquamation of KC realizes physical protection of 
SIS against an imaginary dermal expansion of PsB.  

KC in PLS secrete cytokines TNF-alpha, IL1beta, IL6, IL18, IL36gamma, TGF-beta, etc. 

KC in PLS secrete chemokines (CCL2, CCL20, CX3CL1, CXCL1, CXCL3, CXCL5, CXCL8, CXCL9, 
CXCL10, CXCL11, etc.) and AMP (LL37, HBD1, HBD2, S100A7, S100A8, S100A9, etc.). It occurs 
under the influence of IFN-gamma, IL17, IL20, IL22 and TNF-alpha. In particular, IL17 and IL22 are 
capable of synergic influence on KC providing active secretion of HBD2. 

It is the way of VEGF secretion causing angiogenesis. At early stages of inflammation, CCL2, HBD2 
are more actively secreted, and, as a consequence, blood CCR2+phagocytes are mostly involved. 
At intensification of PLS-inflammation, KC secrete CCL20 more actively, and, as a consequence, 
blood CCR6+DC, CCR6+Tem are involved.  

Secretion of chemokines and AMP, increase of vascularity and the basal membrane area, provides 
more intensive income of immunocytes in dermis from blood flow (L1) per unit of skin surface 
(Nestle 2009a, Nestle 2009b, Tonel 2009). 

L8b depends on L8a.  This occurs due to secreted cytokines. 

Subprocess L8c. Formation of NA-complexes with IL26.  

Affected by IL1beta and other cytokines, Th17 actively secrete IL26 (Weiss 2019). This cytokine 
possesses pleiotropic properties, and specifically it is able (similar to LL37) to connect NA and to 
form bacDNA-IL26 and hDNA-IL26 complexes (Chiricozzi 2018, Larochette 2019, Meller 2015).  

NA-complexes with IL26 do not affect PDC present in psoriatic plaque, as high TNF-alpha 
concentration prevents this. Nevertheless, along with NA-complexes with LL37, they can affect PDC 
in prepsoriatic skin, adjoining the existing plaque (process L4).  

Thus, prepsoriatic skin around the existing psoriatic plaque is in phase N6 (Fig.A14), and can pass 
into phase N7 (Fig.A15) and subsequently into phase N8. This means that psoriatic plaque can 
expand without any trigger process L2 (Fig.A18, B; Fig.A19, f-h).  

L8c depends on L8a.  The amount of secreted IL26 depends on Tem-Y concentration and on 
intensity of their activation during Y-antigen presentation. 

L8 depends on L3.  L8 is supported by L3 process, in course of which pro-inflammatory cytokines are 
secreted.  
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L8 depends on L6b. Without preliminary and sufficient formation of maDC-Y, L8a start is impossible, as 
well as its support without constant formation of new.  

It is shown that L8 does not depend directly on L4 (Bissonnette 2010). Process L4 is transitory and 
necessarily preceding to development of new plaque, but not participating in its support. Due to L4, 
subprocess L6b is initiated. And then subprocess L6b is supported by L8. 

6.11. Discussion 
YN-model can be presented in the most simplified form (Fig.6).  

The left part of the scheme shows the main components of systemic psoriatic process SPPN: Small 
intestine hyperpermeability for bacterial products with PAMP (including LPS, PG, bacDNA) and SP2 - 
SIBO with PsB-bacteria. SP1 and SP2 result in chronically increased concentration of PAMP (including 
PG-Y) in blood and to increased kPAMP- and (PG-Y)-load on blood neutrophils. As a result, a number of 
blood neutrophils become kPAMP- and (PG-Y)-carriers and pass into prenetotic state (subprocesses 
SPN4 and SPN8). 

The main local processes are represented in the right part of the scheme.  

In healthy skin, neutrophils are virtually absent. They are attracted from blood flow at the earliest stage of 
emergence of psoriatic plaque (even before visible changes of skin). One of possible causes of their 
attraction are L2(DEMP) and L2(DEM) - dermal expansion of commensal microbiome (with PsB and 
without PsB, respectively). Neutrophil attraction continues as long as plaque exists. Due to pro-
inflammatory environment, in a stable or growing plaque neutrophils end their existence mainly by netosis 
(and at plaque remission – by apoptosis). In prepsoriatic skin, netosis is caused mainly by bacterial 
products and in psoriatic skin – by pro-inflammatory cytokines (subprocess L3b). 

In netotic products, there appear non-degraded kPAMP (including PG-Y) brought by neutrophils from 
blood flow. They are endocyted by skin phagocytes and particularly by dendritic cells (subprocess L3d). 
Dendritic cells process PG-Y and present Y-antigen (contained in PG-Y) to effector T-lymphocytes. Other 
kPAMP act as adjuvants. Adaptive response of skin immune system to imaginary dermal expansion of 
PsB is formed (process L8).  

Psoriatic plaques emerge and grow while systemic psoriatic process is at work, i.e. while attracted blood 
neutrophils contain kPAMP and PG-Y. 

YN-model of pathogenesis of psoriasis is based on three factors: one systemic and two local:  

Systemic necessary factor 

 SPPN severity. It is estimated by unit Y-carriage of blood phagocytes (quantity of 
Y-antigens in phagocytes in 1 ml of blood). It is defined by a set of the interconnected 
subprocesses:  

o Small intestine permeability for bacterial products (SP1) 

o Specific small intestine dysbiosis (SP2) 

o Disorder of production and-or circulation of bile acids (SP3). 

o Overload and-or disorder of detoxicating systems (SP5) 

o Chronic PAMP-nemia (SPN4) 

 

Local factors in specific skin site  

 Intensity and duration of L2-inflammation.  
 Y-priming level. It is estimated by concentration of TL-Y (Tem-Y - in dermis, Tcm-Y - in 

lymphnodes); 
 

If combination of these factors for specific NLS site appears critical, it is transformed to PLS-plaque. The 
role of any of these factors (processes and subprocesses) can be strengthened by genetic  
(Gudjonsson 2009, Hollox 2008) and-or functional deviations. 

Any PLS-plaque is caused by constant income in dermis of blood phagocytes (neutrophils, first of all)  
containing endocytosed kPAMP (including PG-Y) (L1a). At L2 and/or PLS-inflammation, this subprocess is 
intensified.  
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Process L2 can be any of triggers: DEMP, DEM, trauma, HPV, S.aureus, Malassezia sp., Candida 
albicans, skin PsB-infection, etc. Processes L2 can be different in different skin sites.  

Owing to processes L3, L6b and L8, the level of cytokines IFN-gamma,  
GM-CSF, IL1beta,  IL12, IL17, IL20, IL22, IL23, IL26, IL36gamma, TNF-alpha secreted in PLS increases.  

Under their influence, KC and FB actively secrete chemokines and AMP: CCL2, CCL20, CX3CL1, LL37, 
HBD2, HBD3, chemerin, S100A7, S100A8, S100A9, lysozyme, RNAse7, etc.   

Chemokines and AMP get to blood flow, and even more blood phagocytes and TL-Y are attracted to the 
inflammation site. 

Because of the increasing income from blood of (PG-Y)+ phagocytes (inluding Neu-Y), more maDC-Y, 
cooperating with effector TL-Y are formed.  

TL-Y are activated, proliferate and secrete cytokines promoting hyperproliferation of KC, which is an 
attempt of skin to eliminate imaginary dermal expansion of PsB through intensive renewal.  

If SPPN severity and-or intensity and duration of L2-inflammation are insufficient, L8 will not be able to 
begin. Or L8 will begin, but at L2 end it will terminate at once, as L8 will not be able to become self-
sufficient. 

This alternative (beginning or impossibility of PLS-plaque beginning) also depends on the level of Y-
priming in the site of L2-inflammation.  

If in some NLS-site L2 is accompanied by L3 only (for example at latent HPV-carriage) L8 might not begin 
or begin with delay. The reasons of delayed initiation of L8 can be: delayed activation of L3 with cells of 
non-resident origin and-or increasing SPPN severity and-or increasing level of Y-priming (for example 
because of tonsillar PsB-infection).  

If an increase of SPPN severity is temporary, plaques can be temporary, this exactly occurs at temporary 
guttate psoriasis. 

During phase N5 (L2-inflammation and PLS-inflammation), each L2-activation aggravates and-or promotes 
plaque expansion. For this reason, process L2 is called initiating and aggravating.  

Similarly, secondary infections act (other than initiating L2) that can join to already existing plaque. 

If L8 has already begun, the further existence of initiating LP2 in this plaque can appear unessential, i.e. 
phase N5 can go to phase N8. During phase N8, plaque severity and its expansion rate are defined by 
SPPN severity (Fig.7, vicious cycles B and C) and by Y-priming level in the site surrounding this plaque. 

Y-priming level (resident placing Tem-Y - in skin, Tcm-Y - in lymphnodes), increases during any PsB-
infection (tonsillar, skin or systemic) (Fig.A8).  

High SPPN severity causes formation of psoriatic plaques even at weak Y-priming and also at weak 
L2(PsB), L2(DEMP) and L2(IN). On skin sites with increased level of Y-priming and at intensive L2, the 
primary plaque can begin at lower SPPN severity.  

Psoriasis, once having begun, provides constant increased Y-priming of areas adjacent to plaques, as well 
as the whole skin surface. Hence, for expansion of primary and initializations of subsequent plaques, lower 
SPPN severity is enough, than that for primary plaques initialization.  

After plaque remission, an invisible NLS-spot with increased level of Y-priming remains on its place, which 
leads to increased probability of new PLS-plaque occurrence in the future in the same site (Clark 2011). 

Primary guttate psoriasis approximately in 30% of cases completely resolves spontaneously, but in 70% it 
turns into chronic plaques immediately or after remission (Baker 2000, Baker 2006b). Guttate plaques is 
often preceded by intensive tonsillar PsB-infection when Y-priming of skin takes place and temporary, but 
intensive SPPN occurs. Temporary plaques appear and then spontaneously disappearing at SPPN end.  
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6.12. Conclusions 
In YN-model (as well as in other models) it is admitted that genetic deviations can define the severity and 
the form of psoriasis manifestation, but they are not the reason of initialization or support of PLS-plaques.  

Systemic psoriatic process (SPPN) has been included in YN-model as a necessary factor for initialization 
and support of plaques. Comparison of YN-model with other models shows that the majority of local 
processes included in YN-model have been earlier formulated in one or several models. However, as a 
whole, YN-model is principally new.  

Concepts not borrowed from other models and formulated for the first time are collected in the block  
«YN-model novelty».  

The systemic approach allows closer coming to construction of the model of pathogenesis of psoriatic 
arthritis as joint manifestation of SPPN, and then to the model of pathogenesis of psoriatic disease as a 
whole. The new YN-model requires check up. Although numerous facts from practice of researches and 
treatment confirm and-or do not contradict YN-model, yet does not mean its validity. The results of future 
researches will allow investigators to confirm and-or specify YN-model, define more precisely the role of 
intestine PsB, quantitative parameters of dependencies between processes (both systemic and local)  
(Peslyak & Korotky 2019). 

The role of netosis in YN-model is congruent with the scheme offered in (Mitsios 2017), and if YN-model 
proves correct, psoriasis should be classified as netopathy. 

We hope that this work will stimulate joint researches of the dermatologists, rheumatologists, 
gastroenterologists and microbiologists and approximate complete solution of the riddle of psoriatic 
disease.  

In the future, treatment of psoriatic disease will be directed not to cosmetic and-or anti-inflammatory 
correction of local manifestations, rather elimination and-or decrease of action of original causes, i.e. in 
most cases, to the treatment of GIT dysfunctions (SP1, SP2). The efficiency of such treatment will depend 
on the patient, his/her desire and possibility to control the way of life and diet (De Santis 2015,  
Madden 2020). As consequence, remission will be prolonged (or life-long!), probably supported by regular 
or periodic intake of medicines (bacteriophages, pre - and probiotics). 

 

PLS-plaque is a reaction of SIS (skin immune system) caused by blood neutrophils Neu-Y that, which 
getting into dermis undergo netosis therefore in extracellular space there are non-degraded Y-antigens. 
Then Y-antigens are endocyted by phagocytes and a part of them are transformed in maDC-Y and present 
Y-antigen to effector ThN-Y.  

This reaction includes epidermal hyperproliferation, as one of mechanisms of false adaptive response of 
SIS on imaginary dermal expansion of PsB.  

PLS-plaque initiation can happen only during L2-inflammation including L3 (innate response with 
phagocytes and bacterial products not only resident, but also non-resident origin). 

In particular it is possible at L2(DEMP) and L2(DEM) - dermal expansion of commensal microbiome (with 
PsB and without PsB, respectively), at L2(IN) - open trauma of dermis and at L2(HPV) – HPV-carriage of 
KC.  

Existence and severity of PLS-plaque is defined by intensity of income into dermis of Y-antigen brought  
blood phagocytes. 

Severity of PLS-plaque is aggravated by intensity of income into dermis of kPAMP brought by blood 
phagocytes. 

These incomes are conditioned by SPPN severity. 

Severity of PLS-plaque is aggravated by intensity of L2-inflammation if it continue to develop during  
PLS-inflammation.  

SPPN it is necessary for initialization and support of any PLS-plaque. SPPN severity defines total severity 
of PLS-plaques as a whole. At decrease of SPPN severity, remission of separate plaques takes place, up 
to total disappearance of all PLS-plaques. 
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8.

 

Figures

 
Fig.1. Symbols. 



A) Peptidoglycan of A3alpha type. 
B) Presumed psoriagenic bacteria have peptidoglycan similar Str.pyogenes.

Fig.2. Versions of unknown antigen origin. 
A) The key event of adaptive response which is taking place in each psoriatic plaque. 
B) Versions of unknown antigen origin.
V1. Origin is resident and host.
V2. Origin is non-resident of external environment (of course, non-host).
V3. Origin is non-resident from within (for example, from blood flow) and non-host.
V4. Origin non-resident from within (for example, from blood flow) and host..
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. 
Fig.3. Peptidoglycan structure and PsB



Fig.4. YN-model. Systemic psoriatic process SPPN and PAMP-nemia. 

Subprocess SP1. Small intestine hyperpermeability for bacterial products with PAMP (i.e. LPS, PG, bacDNA). 
Subprocess SP2. SIBO with PsB-bacteria. Subprocesses SP1 and SP2 support PAMP-nemia (subprocess 
SPN4): chronically increased kPAMP and PG-Y concentration in blood and kPAMP-and (PG-Y)-load on blood phagocytes. 
As a result many blood neutrophils become kPAMP- and (PG-Y)-carriers and pass into prenetotic state. Hypotheses 
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(Table A12).



Letter A - vicious cycle. Subprocesses SP2.1, SP4.1 and SPN8.1 are basis for attraction (PG-Y)-carriers of 
blood phagocytes in skin (subprocess L1a).

Fig.5. YN-model. Systemic psoriatic process SPPN. Interference of subprocesses.
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Fig.6. YN-model of pathogenesis - is simplified (systemic and local processes together). 
Subprocesses SP1 and SP2 support PAMP-nemia: chronically increased concentration of kPAMP (including 
PG-Y) in blood and kPAMP- and (PG-Y)-load on blood neutrophils. Some of them pass into prenetotic state and 
become kPAMP-carriers (particularly (PG-Y)-carriers - Neu-Y). Neu and Neu-Y from blood flow are attracted 
into psoriatic skin. Affected by prenetotic condition and by presence of netosis factors, some of attracted 
neutrophils undergo netosis. At the same time, in extracellular space there also appear non-degraded kPAMP (including PG-Y).
Netotic products, including non-degraded kPAMP, are endocyted by skin phagocytes, specifically dendritic cells 
DC. As a result, some of them become (PG-Y)-carriers DC-Y. After maturing DC-Y to mature dendritic cells 
maDC-Y, presentation of Y-antigen to Y-specific T-lymphocytes becomes possible. 
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Fig.7. YN-model of pathogenesis. Interaction of local processes.
Dashed lines - transit process L4 and influences connected to it. Dotted arrows with small squares - suppression. 

Letters B and C – vicious cycles.
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Fig.8. YN-model of pathogenesis (L2 is not concretized). Phased development of psoriatic plaque.
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A) Development of new pinpoint plaque. B) Enlargement of existing plaque.  
Vicious cycles are designated by letters B and C.  
Phases N5 and N8 correspond to psoriatic plaque, other phases correspond to prepsoriatic condition of  skin.. 
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Table 1. Processes and phases of psoriatic plaque development. 

 Prepsoriasis Psoriasis 
Development of pinpoint N1 N2 N3 N4   N5 N8 Phases in 

YN-model Enlagment of existing     N6 N7  N8 
Phases N2, N3, N4, N5 at L2(DEMP) only Fig.A9 Fig.A10 Fig.A11 Fig.A12 Fig.A14 Fig.A15 Fig.A13 Fig.A16 

Phases in Y-model 1 2 2 3 - - 5 6 
Comment  L2 start L3 start   L4 start L3 start L4 start L8 start  

 
 
(Sub)process 

Marker processes Homeo
static 

L1 

L2, L3r  L2, L3 L2, L3, 
L4 

L3 L3, L4 L2, L3 
L8 

L3 and 
self-
suffi-

cient L8 

  SPPN Systemic psoriatic process * * * * * * * * 

 L1 Attraction from blood flow         

 

L1a Non-lymphocytic 
immunocytes: Neu, Neu-Y, 
Mo, DC, PDC, NK, etc.  

+ + ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 

  L1b T-lymphocytes (TL)  + + ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 

  L2 Initiating and aggravating 
process  +++ ++ ++   ++  

  L3 (L3r) Innate response         

 L3a 
(L3ar) 

Secretion of chemokines and 
AМР +r ++r ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 

 L3b Netosis of neutrophils in skin   ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 

 L3c 
(L3cr) 

Formation of NA-complexes 
with LL37  +r ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 
Endocytosis of non-host 
biomaterial.  +r ++r ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 
Including bacterial products 
of resident origin (at DEMP 
or DEM) 

 ++r ++ +++   ++  

Including bacterial products 
of non-resident origin (from 
L3b). 

  ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 

 

L3d 
(L3dr) 

DC-Y, Mo-Y, MF-Y formation 
(in phase N2 at DEMP only).  ++r ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 
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Influence of kPAMP (LPS, PG 
and bcDNA) on TLR and NOD 
receptors. 

+r ++r ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 

Including kPAMP  of resident 
origin (in particular at DEMP or 
DEM). 

+r ++r ++ +++   ++  

 
L3e 
(L3er) 

Including kPAMP of non-
resident origin (from L3b).   ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 
Formation of MF, MoDC from 
Mo.  +r +r ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 

 

L3g 
(L3gr) 

Formation of MF-Y, MoDC-Y 
from Mo-Y (in phase N2 at 
DEMP only). 

 +r ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ 

  L4 Trigger of adaptive response    +++  +++ + + 

 L6b maDC-Y formation    ++  ++ +++ +++ 

  L7b Lymphnodes. Clonal 
proliferation of TL-Y       +++ +++ 

 

L8 Adaptive response on (real 
and) imaginary dermal 
expansion of PsB.  

        

 L8a Y-antigen presentation by 
maDC-Y to effector TL-Y.       +++ +++ 

 

L8b KC hyperproliferation. Change 
of skin architecture.  
Growth of basal membrane 
area and vascularity increase. 

      +++ +++ 

 L8c Formation of NA-complexes 
with IL26       +++ +++ 

Notes. 
Color in the first column (here and everywhere further) is used for highlighting of particular process and its 

subprocesses. An empty table cell means that (sub)process does not occur.  
SPPN activity mark with the symbol *.  SPPN occurs constantly with intensity not depending on local 

processes. During phases N1 and N2, SPPN intensity is practically immaterial, as intensity of phagocyte 
attraction is weak, and neutrophil attraction is scarcely present. However, from phase N3 initiation and support 
of any PLS-plaque depends on SPPN intensity.   

Local (sub)process:  
+ (white) - occurs with weak intensity;  

++ (beige) - inflammatory, average intensity;  

+++ (pink) - inflammatory, high intensity; 
+r or ++r - means that process (subprocess) is fulfilled mainly with participation of cells of resident origin.  
In YN-model, numbering and content of phases differ from Y-model. Content of phases N1, N5 and N8 

generally corresponds to phases 1, 5 and 6. Phases N2 and N3 partly correspond to phase 2, phase N4 partly 
corresponds to phase 3, and nothing corresponds to phase 4 in YN-model as process L5 is not obligatory. 
Phases N6 and N7 are new (compared to Y-model), they are only present at expansion of existing psoriatic 
plaque (Supplement A9). 
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Table 2. Causative dependencies between processes and subprocesses. 

SPPN L1a L1b L2 L3a L3b L3c L3d L3e L3g L4 L6b L7b L8a L9b L8c
SPPN

L1a + +
L1b +C
L2
L3a +
L3b + +B + +(?) +
L3c + +
L3d + +B +B +
L3e +
L3g + + + +
L4 + + +
L6b + +
L7b + +C
L8a + +C +
L8b +
L8c + +

Cause
L1 L3 L8

E 
f f

 e
 c

 t

L1 + +B

# # #

L3 + +

#
+B +C

L8 + +B
 

Notes: 
The table is made according to YN-model of pathogenesis (Fig.7). 
Non-obligatory processes and sub-processes (L3f, L5, L6a, and L7a) are not included. 
Colors are used to highlight (sub)process. 
+ - positive influence;  +B or +C - vicious cycles;  # - negative influence (suppression); 
Empty table cells mean that connections are either absent or insignificant. 
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Table 3. Real and presumed factors of netosis at psoriasis. 

Factor Sources  Systemic blood flow 
during SPPN NLS - prepsoriatic skin PLS - psoriatic skin 

 Netosis is confirmed Lin 2011, Hu 2016 no Lin 2011, Hu 2016 

Platelets 

Grayson 2016,  
Schon 2018, 

With LPS: 
Pinegin 2015,  

Papayannopoulos 
2018 

In complexes with Neu: 
Vorobjeva 2014,  

Herster 2019,  
Teague 2019  

Herster 2019 (in complexes with Neu) 

ANCA (anti-neutrophil 
cytoplasmic antibody) 

Grayson 2016,  
Hasler 2016,  

Delgado-Rizo 2017 
? ? ? 

ACPA (anti-
citrullinated peptide 
antibody) 

Hasler 2016,  
Delgado-Rizo 2017 ? ? ? 

CXCL8 (IL8), self-
amplification (?) 

Grayson 2016,  
Hasler 2016, 

Ortmann 2018 
yes yes 

LCN2, self-
amplification (?) 

Shao 2016,  
Shao 2019 yes yes 

LL37, self-
amplification (?) 

Neumann 2014, 
Chieosilapatham 

2018 
yes yes 

hRNA-LL37 
complexes, self-
amplification (?) 

Herster 2020 ? ? yes 

IL18 Grayson 2016,  
Hasler 2016 yes 

Yes, in epidermis during 
trauma (LP2(IN),  
Peslyak 2012b) 

yes, in epidermis 

IL1beta  
Grayson 2016,  
Hasler 2016,  

Delgado-Rizo 2017 

secretion by blood 
monocytes is possible 

Yes, in the presence of 
HPV (LP2(HPV),  
Peslyak 2012b) 

yes, it is actively 
secreted 

    

Bacteria, fungi  

Delgado-Rizo 2017,  
Hoppenbrouwers 

2017, Kenny 2017, 
Papayannopoulos 

2018 

only at bacterial or 
fungal infection (sepsis) 

pathogens at infection,  
commensals at expansion 

Staphylococcus sp., 
incl.  at infection only (sepsis)  

Staph.aureus by 
Leukotoxin GH and 
Panton–Valentine 
leucocidin 

Delgado-Rizo 2017, 
Papayannopoulos 

2018 
 pathogen – at infection 

Staph.epidermidis by 
PSM-gamma (=delta-
toxin) 

Cogen 2010  
commensal – at expansion,   

PSM-gamma is chemokine for Neu and PDC also  
(receptors FPR1 and FPR2 are ligands) 

Staph.epidermidis by 
GroEL 

Dapunt 2016,  
Meyle 2012 

 
 commensals at expansion 

Streptococcus sp., 
including  at infection only (sepsis)  

Streptococcus sp.  
of group A and B 

Kenny 2017, 
Papayannopoulos 

2018 
 pathogen – at infection 

Str.pneumoniae by 
EndA and α-enolase 

Delgado-Rizo 2017, 
Papayannopoulos 

2018 
 pathogen – at infection 

Str.pneumoniae by 
hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) 

Kaldor 2019  pathogen – at infection 

Viridans group 
streptococci (VGS) Holder 2019  pathogens at infection,  

commensals at expansion 
Oral streptococci, 
including Str.mitis, 
Str.oralis 
Str.sanguinis,  
Str.gordonii by 
hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) 

Xu 2014,  
Okahashi 2014, 
Sumioka 2017 

 commensals at expansion 
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Factor Sources  Systemic blood flow 
during SPPN NLS - prepsoriatic skin PLS - psoriatic skin 

Candida albicans 
Delgado-Rizo 2017,  

Hoppenbrouwers 
2017, Kenny 2017 

 pathogen – at infection 

Viruses 

Schonrich 2016 
Delgado-Rizo 2017, 
Papayannopoulos 

2018 
only at virus infection 

Yes, in epidermis in the presence of HPV 
(see LP2(HPV), Peslyak 2012b) or of other virus 

skin infections 

Protozoan parasites 

Grayson 2016,  
Hasler 2016, 

Papayannopoulos 
2018 

only at protozoan 
infection no 

M1 protein (group A 
streptococci) + 
fibrinogen complex 

Oehmcke 2009,  
Vorobjeva 2014 

yes, at streptococcal 
infection (e.g. tonsillar 

infection) 
no 

LPS  

Chiang 2019, 
Hasler 2016,  

Pieterse 2016, 
Delgado-Rizo 2017, 

Lipp 2017, 
Papayannopoulos 

2018, Ortmann 2018 

yes (Garaeva 2007) yes 

PG 
Hasler 2016,  
Alyami 2018,  
Alyami 2019 

possible yes 

H2O2 (hydrogen 
peroxide)  

Fuchs 2007, 
Hoppenbrouwers 

2017,  
Sumioka 2017 

? yes 

FMLP (N-
Formylmethionyl-
leucyl-phenylalanine) 
(synthesized by 
bacteria) 

Hasler 2016,  
Lipp 2017 ? 

yes, 
FMLP is chemokine for Neu and PDC also  

(receptors FPR1 and FPR2 are ligands) 

Ionomycin and 
ionophore 
(synthesized by 
Streptomyces sp.) 

Delgado-Rizo 2017, 
Kenny 2017 ? 

Yes, in case of using topical drugs which contain 
them 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_peroxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-Formylmethionine-leucyl-phenylalanine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionomycin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionophore
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Streptomyces_conglobatus&action=edit&redlink=1
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Table 4. Roles of neutrophils at psoriasis: known and presumed. 
 Roles Locali-

zation 
Status Notes 

1 Endocytosis of any non-host products 
contained in blood 

Systemic 
blood flow proved Well-known 

2 Netosis, ejection of netotic products 
into extracellular space. 

Systemic 
blood flow proved Lin 2011, Skrzeczynska-Moncznik 2012,  

Hu 2016.  
3 Attraction from systemic blood flow 

into prepsoriatic and psoriatic skin 

 proved 

van de Kerkhof 2007, Christophers 2014, 
Gilliet 2008 (GL-model),  
Perera 2012 (N-model), 
Peslyak 2012b (Y-model), 
(Lin 2011, suppl. fig.4), (Ozawa 2005, fig.1), (Reich 
2015, fig.3), YN-model 

4 Netosis, ejection of netotic products 
into extracellular space. Psoriatic 

skin proved 

Lin 2011 (KB-scheme),  
Skrzeczynska-Moncznik 2012, Lowes 2014,  
Hu 2016, Schon 2017,  
Schon 2018 (SE-model),YN-model  

4.1 LL37 - active secretion, as well as 
ejection during netosis 

Secretion only: 
Gilliet 2008, Ganguly 2009 (GL-model), 
Guttman-Yassky 2011 (GK-model), 
Perera 2012 (N-model), 
Peslyak 2012b (Y-model). 
Lowes 2014, Hawkes 2017 (GKH-model), 
Secretion and ejection during netosis: 
Lin 2011 (KB-scheme), Pinegin 2015, 
Delgado-Rizo 2017 (FM-model), 
Schon 2018 (SE-model), YN-model 

4.2 Active secretion of IL-17 Lin 2011 (KB-scheme), Pinegin 2015, 
Schon 2018 (SE-model), YN-model 

4.3 Active secretion of TNF-alpha, IL-22 Schon 2018 (SE-model), YN-model 
4.4 Ejection of hDNA during netosis Lin 2011 (KB-scheme), Pinegin 2015, 

Delgado-Rizo 2017 (FM-model), YN-model  
4.5 Ejection of hRNA during netosis Herster 2020 
4.6 Ejection of MPO (myeloperoxidase) 

during netosis 

Psoriatic 
skin  proved 

Schon 2018 (SE-model). 

5 Impact on plasmacytoid dendritic cells 
PDC, contributing to active secretion 
of IFN-alpha, through hDNA-LL37 
complexes. 

Psoriatic 
dermis proved 

hDNA source - damaged keratinocytes: 
Gilliet 2008, Ganguly 2009 (GL-model), 
Tonel 2009 (TC-model),  
Guttman-Yassky 2011 (GK-model), 
Perera 2012 (N-model), 
Peslyak 2012b (Y-model). 
hDNA source - netotic products: 
Lin 2011 (KB-scheme), 
Skrzeczynska-Moncznik 2012,  
Delgado-Rizo 2017 (FM-model) 
Schon 2018 (SE-model). 
Panda 2017 (review of PDC property), 
YN-model 

6 Impact on dendritic cells DC, 
contributing to their maturing, through 
hRNA-LL37 complexes. 

Psoriatic 
dermis proved 

hRNA source - damaged keratinocytes: 
Gilliet 2008, Ganguly 2009 (GL-model).  
hRNA source - netotic products: 
Herster 2020 

7 Netotic products may contain non-
degraded non-host products, earlier 
endocyted in blood (particularly Y-
antigen). 

Psoriatic 
skin possible 

Hypothesis H12 (Table A12). 
YN-model 

8 Neutrophils Neu-Y can independently 
present Y-antigen to specific TL-Y-
lymphocytes. Psoriatic 

skin possible 

Davey 2014, Lin 2017.  
Under the influence of GM-CSF, IFN-gamma, IL-4 
and TNF-alpha, as well as when interacting with 
memory CD4+ T-lymphocytes, neutrophils can 
perform the functions of antigen-presenting cells. 
Not assumed in YN-model. 
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Table 5. Models of psoriasis pathogenesis, neutrophils and LL37. 

Patho-
genesis 
model  

Sources 
Neutrophils in 
systemic blood 

flow 
Neutrophils in 
psoriatic skin 

Netosis in 
psoriatic skin 

hDNA-LL37 
complexes 

affecting PDC 
and/or  

hRNA-LL37 
affecting DC 

Notes 

BF-
model 

Baker 
2006b 

no no no no Systemic. Presumed 
antigen - peptidoglycan 
fragment. 

GL-
model 

Gilliet 2008, 
Ganguly 
2009, 
Gilliet 2015 

no LL37 
secretion 

no hDNA and hRNA 
from damaged 
keratinocytes 

Vicious cycle. 

GLD-
model 

Di Domizio 
2019 

no LL37 
secretion 

Yes. Ejection of 
hDNA, LL37. 
 

hDNA from 
netosis. hDNA-
LL37 complexes 
affect on Mo and 
DC only.  

Simplification of GL- 
model. The putative 
antigen is LL37. PDC is 
not mentioned in this 
model. 

TC-
model 

Tonel 2009 no no no LL37 and hDNA 
from damaged 
keratinocytes 

 
 

N-model Di Meglio 
2011, 
Perera 
2012, 
Di Meglio 
2017 

no yes no LL37 and hDNA 
from damaged 
keratinocytes 

Unknown antigen 
(keratin?). 

GK-
model 

Guttman-
Yassky 
2011 

no LL37 
secretion 

no hDNA from 
damaged 
keratinocytes 

Unknown antigen 
(keratin?). 
Vicious cycle. 

GKH-
model 

Lowes 
2014,  
Kim 2015, 
Hawkes 
2017 

no LL37 
secretion 

no LL37, hDNA and 
hRNA from 
damaged 
keratinocytes 

Specification of GK-
model. Potential antigens 
- keratins, streptococcal 
proteins, ADAMTSL5. 
Presentation takes place 
in iSALT - indusible skin-
associated lymphoid 
tissue in dermis. Vicious 
cycle. 

KB-
scheme 

Lin 2011 no LL37 and  
IL-17 
secretion 

Yes. Ejection of 
hDNA, LL37. 
 

hDNA from 
netosis 

Vicious cycle (includes 
netosis). Netosis is taken 
into account for the first 
time. 

Y-model Peslyak 
2012a,  
Peslyak 
2012b 

Bone marrow 
transformation 
Mo and DC 
with apoptotic 
neutrophil 
participation. 

LL37 
secretion 

no hDNA and hRNA 
from damaged 
keratinocytes 

Systemic. 
Presumed Y-antigen - 
peptidoglycan fragment. 
Includes the proved links 
of models BF, N, GK, GL 
and TC. 
Compatible with YN-
model. Two vicious 
cycles. 

FM-
model 

Delgado-
Rizo 2017 

no LL37 
secretion 

Yes. Ejection of 
hDNA, LL37. 
 

hDNA from 
netosis 

Unknown antigen (only in 
the scheme). Vicious 
cycle (includes netosis). 
Extension of KB-scheme. 

AL-
model 

Albanesi 
2018 

no yes no hDNA and hRNA 
from damaged 
keratinocytes 

Potential antigens – LL37, 
lipid antigens, 
ADAMTSL5.  
Vicious cycle. 

SE-
model 

Schon 
2018, 
Schon 2019 
 

no Secretion of 
LL37, IL-17,  
TNF-alpha,  
IL-22 

Yes. Ejection of 
LL37,  
IL-17, MPO 

hDNA from 
netosis 

Potential antigens - 
keratin 17, streptococcal 
protein M1, LL37, 
ADAMTSL5. 
Vicious cycle. 

BMM-
model 

Benhadou 
2018 

no no no Not present 
(mentioned in 
the text but 
absent on 
schemes) 

Potential antigens - LL37, 
ADAMTSL5. 
Vicious cycle. 
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Patho-
genesis 
model  

Sources 
Neutrophils in 
systemic blood 

flow 
Neutrophils in 
psoriatic skin 

Netosis in 
psoriatic skin 

hDNA-LL37 
complexes 

affecting PDC 
and/or  

hRNA-LL37 
affecting DC 

Notes 

WG-
model 

Shao 2019 preactivated no yes no Model suggests a vicious 
cycle based only on  
innate response. 

CH-
model 

Chaing 
2019 

no Secretion of 
proteinase 3, 
elastase, 
cathepsin G, 
LL37, MPO, 
LCN2 

Yes, ROS 
(reactive oxygen 
species) release. 

hDNA from 
netosis 

The description of this 
model in work differs 
markedly from the 
semantic content of figure 
(Chaing 2019, fig. 6). In 
particular, there is no 
description of sequential 
phases (trigger, initiation, 
support) shown in scheme 
Vicious cycle. 

YN-
model 

Peslyak & 
Korotky 
2019; 
 
Korotky & 
Peslyak 
2020,  
this work 

Endocytosis of 
kPAMP, 
including that 
of Y-antigen. 

Secretion of 
AMP (LL37, 
HBD2, etc.)  
TNF-alpha, 
IL17, IL22. 

Yes. Ejection of 
hDNA, hRNA, 
LL37. 
Ejection of non-
degraded 
kPAMP, 
including that of 
Y-antigen. 

LL37, hDNA and 
hRNA at 
chronicity, 
primarily from 
netosis 

Systemic. 
Presumed Y-antigen - 
peptidoglycan fragment. 
Includes the proved links 
of BF, N, GK, GL, TC, FM, 
SE models. 
Compatible with Y-model. 
Two vicious cycles: the 
first one includes netosis. 
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Table 6. PsB – presumed psoriagenic bacteria species.  

Streptococcus sp. From other genera 
Streptococcus agalactiae Streptococcus sanguinis Enterococcus faecalis 
Streptococcus anginosus Streptococcus sobrinus Enterococcus silesiacus 
Streptococcus constellatus Streptococcus suis  Eubacterium sulci 
Streptococcus cristatus Streptococcus thermophilus Lactococcus garvieae 
Streptococcus dysgalactiae Streptococcus uberis Lactococcus piscium 
Streptococcus equi Streptococcus vestibularis Lactococcus raffinolactis 
Streptococcus equinus Leuconostoc carnosum 
Streptococcus gallolyticus Leuconostoc citreum 
Streptococcus gordonii Leuconostoc garlicum 
Streptococcus infantarius Leuconostoc gelidum 
Streptococcus iniae Leuconostoc kimchii 
Streptococcus intermedius Leuconostoc lactis 
Streptococcus lutetiensis Leuconostoc mesenteroides 
Streptococcus macedonicus Leuconostoc pseudomesenteroides 
Streptococcus mitis Melissococcus plutonius 
Streptococcus mutans Oenococcus oeni 
Streptococcus pantholopis Oenococcus sicerae 
Streptococcus parasanguinis Weissella ceti 
Streptococcus parauberis Weissella cibaria 
Streptococcus pasteurianus Weissella hellenica 
Streptococcus pneumoniae Weissella jogaejeotgali 
Streptococcus pseudopneumoniae Weissella koreensis 
Streptococcus pyogenes Weissella paramesenteroides 
Streptococcus salivarius   Weissella soli 

 

Notes. 

IB-Y = (L-Ala)-(L-Ala) or (L-Ser)-(L-Ala)  
Information from data base KEGG. 

http://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_organism?category=Prokaryotes
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Table 7. Abbreviations and terms 

 Description 

AMP Antimicrobial proteins (peptides) 
bacDNA Bacterial DNA 
DC Dendritic cells 
DC-Y (PG-Y)+DC = Dendritic cells repleted by PG-Y 
IB-Y Interpeptide bridges of peptidoglycan Str.pyogenes: (L-Ala)-(L-Ala) or (L-Ser)-(L-Ala). 
IN Open injury of dermis 
hDNA Host DNA (in this work human DNA) 
hRNA Host RNA  (in this work human RNA) 
HPV Human Papilloma Virus 
KC Keratinocytes 
kPAMP LPS, PG and (in YN-model) bacDNA. 
LBP Lipopolysaccharide binding protein 
LDG (=LDN) Low density granulocytes (neutrophils) 
LPS Lipopolysaccharide  
maDC Mature DC 
maDC-Y Mature DC presenting Y-antigen, derived from  

Y-model: DC-R or MoDC-R,  
YN-model: DC-Y or MoDC-Y 

maDC-Z Mature DC, presenting Z-antigen 
MDP Muramyl dipeptide - component Gram+ and Gram(-) PG, ligand of NOD2 
MF Macrophages, derived from Mo or from MoDP 
Mo Monocytes 
Mo-Y (PG-Y)+Mo = Monocytes repleted by PG-Y 
MoDP Skin resident stem cells - precursors of part of MoDC and MF 
MoDC DC, derived from Mo or from MoDP  
MoDC-Y (PG-Y)+MoDC = MoDC repleted by PG-Y 
Neu Neutrophils 
Neu-Y (PG-Y)+Neu = Neutrophils repleted by PG-Y 
NET Neutrophil extracellular traps (= netosis products) - are formed at netosis  
NLS Non-lesional (prepsoriatic, uninvolved) skin – psoriatic skin without symptoms 
NOD1 Intracellular receptor - ligand to DAP (Pashenkov 2018) 
NOD2 Intracellular receptor - ligand to MDP (Pashenkov 2018) 
nTL Naive TL 
PAMP Pathogen-associated molecular patterns (in particular LPS, PG, bacDNA and  

(1,3)-beta-D-glucan) (Fukui 2016a) 
PAMP-nemia Definition in YN-model: 

Chronic increase kPAMP-load (binding, endocytosis) on blood phagocytes resulting  
- increasing of kPAMP concentration in blood; 
- increased kPAMP-carriage of phagocytes. 
kPAMP are LPS, PG and bacDNA. 

PASI Psoriasis Area and Severity Index 
PDC Plasmacytoid dendritic cells 
PG Peptidoglycan. Any (including PG-Y) 
PG-Y Peptidoglycan A3alpha with interpeptide bridges IB-Y (but can contain and others also) 
Pla Platelets 
PLS Psoriatic lesional skin 
PP PP - Psoriatic patient 
PsB Psoriagenic bacteria - species of bacteria presumed psoriagenic (with PG-Y peptidoglycan) 
PsB-p Skin pathogenic PsB 
SIBO Small intestine bacterial overgrowth. Excess of total bacteria concentration over norm and/or 

pathogens presence in biomaterial. As biomaterial there can be smears, scrapes from 
mucous or aspirate. 

SIS Skin immune system 
SPP Systemic psoriatic process (basis of Y-model of pathogenesis) (Peslyak 2012a) 
SPPN Systemic psoriatic process in YN-model - differs from SPP  
Tcm Central memory TL 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dendritic_cells
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lipopolysaccharide_binding_protein
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lipopolysaccharide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muramyl_dipeptide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macrophages
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monocytes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutrophils
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutrophil_extracellular_traps
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NOD1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NOD2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naive_T_cell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pathogen-associated_molecular_pattern
https://www.dermnetnz.org/topics/pasi-score/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peptidoglycan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platelet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Small_bowel_bacterial_overgrowth_syndrome
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 Description 

Tcm-Y Y-specific Tcm 
Tem Effector memory TL 
Tem-Y Y-specific Tem  
Th1 CD4+Tem, characterized by secretion: IFN-gamma(+)IL17(-)IL22(-) 
Th17 CD4+Tem characterized by secretion: IFN-gamma(-)IL17(+)IL22(-) 
Th22 CD4+Tem, characterized by secretion: IFN-gamma(-)IL17(-)IL22(+) 
TL T-lymphocytes 
TL-Y Y-specific TL (they have receptors ligandic to Y-antigen epitopes). They are Tem-Y and Tcm-

Y. In skin – Tem-Y. 
TL-Z Y-specific Tem or Tcm 
TLR2 Membranous receptor - ligand to PG-fragments LTA, BLP 
TLR4 Membranous receptor - ligand to LPS 
TLR7 Endosomal receptor – ligand to ssRNA, bacRNA, but also and to hRNA-LL37 complexes. 
TLR8 Endosomal receptor – ligand to ssRNA, bacRNA, but also and to hRNA-LL37 complexes. 
TLR9 Receptor - ligand to CpG - fragment of bacterial or virus DNA. As a rule, intracellular 

(endosomal), but at neutrophils it expressed on membrane also (Lindau 2013). 
Y-antigen part(s) of interpeptide bridge IB-Y (SP2.1 part) 
Y-model model of pathogenesis of psoriasis offered in (Peslyak 2012a, Peslyak 2012b) 
YN-model model of pathogenesis of psoriasis offered in this work 
The words in bold denote common abbreviations.  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T_cell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TLR2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TLR4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TLR7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TLR8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TLR9
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